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FOREWORD - - - - - - - - - - - - .
The American Society of Range Management was
created in 1947 to foster advancement in the science
and art of grazing land management.
The Society's committee for cooperation with
Youth Organizations developed a basic manual,
"Range Its Nature and Use" in 1957, outlining the
basic principles of range management in a logical
order. The material used in this manual has been
adapted to meet fundamental range needs and problems in South Dakota.
This South Dakota manual has been designed and
arranged to present range management information
in a progressive step by step order to youth groups
and others interested in management of one of the
state's most important natural resources.
The South Dakota Section of the American Society of Range Management and South Dakota State
College have worked cooperatively to develop and
publish the manual.
The emblem of the American Society of Range
Management-"The Trail Boss"-appears on the
cover from permission granted by the Society's Board
·
of Directors.

..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cooperative Extension Service and
Agricultural Experiment Station,
South Dakota State College,
and South Dakota Section,
American Society of Range Management
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South Dakota Range
Its Nature
and Use

by James K. Lewis, Associate Professor of Animal Science, South
Dakota State College; Leslie R. Albee, Assistant State Conservationist, Soil Conservation Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture; and
Paul L. Howard, Area Range Conservationist, Bureau of Indian
Affairs.
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Range_ to have and to use
a mighty resource deserves sound management

for wool production, as a source of water, wildlife,
and for many forms of recreation. It is just as important for the city man to be interested in conserving or improving the range for future use as
it is for the rancher.

WHAT IS RANGE?

Range generally refers both to volunteer vegetation available for grazing and the land on which
natural pastures occur.
Ranges may be level, rolling, broken, or mountainous. They are often only partly adapted to cultivation. Ranges are covered with native grasses and
other forage plants. They are best suited for the
grazing of domestic and wild animals.
Range may be privately or publicly owned. South
Dakota ranges are usually fenced for livestock control. Some sheep range remains unfenced in the
western part of the State.

HISTORY OF RANGE MANAGEMENT

Our range resource is one of the most valuable
of our natural resources. It has played a major role
in the settlement and prosperity of the western
United States. No story of the range is quite complete without a review of the livestock industry,
which is a product of our western range.
1540 to 1800-Coronado to Western Exploration

DOES IT CONCERN ME?

The first cattle, horses, and sheep were brought
into what is now western United States by the
Spanish explorer, Coronado, in 1540. The coming
of livestock grazing was not an entirely new influence on the range. Previously great numbers of
wild animals grazed the entire North American
continent.
During the next century, many more horses, cattle, and sheep were introduced. With a favorable
climate and abundant forage, livestock numbers increased rapidly. The range states of the West were
well suited for cattle, horses, and sheep. Both white
men and Indians raised horses. Wild horses also
increased in this period.

Yes, range management does concern you. Each
of us has a stake in the range. It is a major source
of our meat supply. Range is also highly important

1800 to 1900-Gold, Railroads, Cattle, and Sheep

Range is one of our oldest but still most valuable natural resources. As far back as we can remember, our
ranges have provided us with food, fiber; water, and
recreation. This picture shows a range pasture, typical
of western South Dakota and other western states.
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About 1830, when Americans settled in Texas
and began to herd Mexican cattle, the range livestock industry started. Cattle numbers grew rapidly. With the discovery of gold, cattle moved west.
After the Civil War the northern railroads offered
outlets for cattle.

1

The large trail drives began about 1866. Cattle •
on these ti-~il drives averaged 15 to 20 miles per
day. They gained weight from eating the abundant
native grasses along the routes. Some of the famous
cattle trails were the Chisholm, Shawnee, Sedalia,
Dodge City, California, Goodnight, and National.
The latter two came north through eastern Colorado. The Goodnight Trail ended at Sheridan, Wyoming, while the National Tra] crcssed wL-: t is
now southwestern South Dakota arid intercepted
the Northern Pacific Railroad in eastern Montana.
Cattle numbers climbed steadily with a con6nuously heavy drain on the native forage.
Cattle rapidly replaced the buffalo during t'. ~e
two decades following tl:e Civil War. The wr.olesale slaughter during this period removed the buffalo as a major grazing animal of tl-:.e Great Plains.
Indian reservations were established at this time.
During the severe, cold winter of 1885-86, thousands cf cattle died on the ranges of the Northern
Great Plains. Th next year, the Great Plains suffered a severe drought, and many more cattle died.
Continued shortage of range forage and falling
prices reduced cattle numbers even more.
During this period of decline in cattle numbers,
sheep increased rapidly even bn fully occupied ranges. This resulted in further depletion. Range wars
were fought between cattlemen and sheepmen. Today, both cattle and sheep are among our most
important range products.

Modern Trends

The western range is decreasing in area. Military
reservations, cities, towns, airports, highways, and
irrigation projects ·are cutting heavily into the range
area. Forage production is not more than half of
potential. Tl~e poor condition of some ranges contributes to widespread floods, resulting in loss of
life and _property. Much valuable soil and water is
being lost.
The many uses of range ·have come into keen
competition because of the increase in population.
People have more leisure time for recreation. There
is greater demand for meat and other animal products. Water for irrigation, home use, industry, power, and navigation is far more important now. These
things have brought about the need ·for a closer
look at our range resources. The private stockman,
the public agencies, and even the city dweller, all
have a real responsibility to plan cooperatively for
present and future range use. The American Society of Range Management is actively working to
bring different interests together and promote this
cooperation.
We have accomplished much in the field of range
conservation and improvement but much remains
to be done. This challenge is being met by combining new research findings and technical knowhow with practical experience in the management
of grazing resources.
HOW MUCH RANGE DO WE HAVE?

The western range area makes up about half of the
continental United States or approximately 975 million acres. About three-fourths of this area is actually
in range. W e have already seen that the number of
acres in range is decreasing each year. Also our population is increasing very rapidly. Consequently, our
ranges must be improved and managed for m aximum
sustained livestock production to meet the needs of
the fotL~re.

1900 to Present-Range Depletion and Restoration

By the early 1900's range forage on western and
northern ranges was limiteti. Demand for livestock
products was increasing: These conditions caused
cattle numbers to increase in eastern and southern
states. The southern range area of nearly 200 million acres provided grazing for an expanding cattle
industry.
The western range was used primarily for graz.: ·
ing for many years. Many millions of acres were
then homesteaded and planted to crops. With the
increase in population following the turn of the
twentieth century, timber, recreation, and water
production became important in the West.
National forests, parks, grazing districts, and irrigation projects were set aside during this period.
Several land managing and conservation agencies
·were established.
Continued range depletion was gradually arrested. Combined efforts have brought about some improvement and restoration. A great deal is being
done toward safeguarding our natural resources
from further depletion.

SOUTH DAKOTA'S RANGE RESOURCES
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South Dakota's greatest single resource is its
grasslands. Nearly 60% of the total land area of the
state is covered with grass. About 90% of this grassland is in native range and 10% is seeded to tame
grasses and alfalfa. Both tame and native hay are cut
from these grasslands.
South Dakota ranges are among the finest in
the nation. They are a heritage that we can be
proud of, but one which we should improve and
conserve.
The range is not simple. It is extremely complicated. In fact, to emphasize how complicated the
range is, we often call it "the range complex."

Fortunately, we do not have to understand everything about the range to do a good job of managing
it. But, everything that we know helps us to do a
better job.

•

Management of grazing animals is the first order
of business for the range manager. Without the
controlled removal of forage from the range, all
other processes in range management are made
useless.
Four basic principles of range management are:
1. Appropriate numbers of livestock
2. Correct seasons of grazing
3. Uniform distribution of livestock
4. Kind of livestock best suited to the range
The many factors in range management are
further explored and fitted together like parts of a
jigsaw puzzle in the remainder of this manual.

WHAT IS RANGE MANAGEMENT?
Range management can best be described as the
economic improvement or maintenance of natural
pastures for the production of animals and animal
products.
Animal products of the range are meat, wool,
mohair, and hides. Other important range products
are water,.wildlife, and recreation.

HIGHLY FERTILE SOIL
CLIMAX STAGE

Loam soil, few fine
gravel, rich in organic
matter. Available moisture for plant growth
high.

. o.e nse stand of tall
deep~r ooted bunch and sod
grasse~ ~ot many forbs or
other vegetation.

•

•

FERTILE SOIL

SUBCLIMAX STAGE

Loam soil, slightly
gravelly with moderate
organic matter. Available moisture for plant
growth moderate to hiqh •

Short grasses with
some perennial forbs, a
few shrubs.

•

•

FIRST HERB STAGE

POOR SOIL

Early maturing annual
forbs. Invading annual
grasses, few shallow-rooted
perennial forbs~

Gravelly loam, little
organic matter. Water holding capacity moderate to low.

•

•

PIONEER ST AGE

FIRST STAGE OF DECCMPOSITION

Lichens, algae, mosses.

Bare rock formation.

SOIL DEVELOPMENT

PLANT DEVELOPMENT

Figure l. Succession of Soil and Plants in a Range Complex
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Know vour range
to treat it properly, you must study it well

In summary then, factors that control the range
complex are the climate, the geological factors, and
the living things that try to live in the range complex. These factors act on each other during long
periods of tim~ to form the range complex. If any
one of these factors changes, the range complex
changes.

THE RANGE COMPLEX

Let's take a short look at this "range complex"
and see what is involved.
The Controlling Factors

The range complex is controlled by the climate.
Climate means the kind of weather we have over
a long period of time. Some of the things that
make up climate are how cold and how hot it gets,
how much rain we have, and when it comes.
The range complex is controlled by the kind of
material the soil is formed from. This is called
parent material. It is also controlled by the degree
and direction of the slope and whether or not
water is close to the surface of the ground. These
are geological factors.
The range complex is _also controlled by the kinds
of living things that are available to grow and live
there. Living things include all kinds of life.
Plants are living things that take the energy of
the sun and make food. Plants can be thought of
as _producers. All of the plants of an area . are
called the vegetation. All kinds of animals, birds,reptiles, insects, and other things eat plants directly
or eat things that eat plants. These living things can
be thought of as consumers.
There are also countless numbers of living things
that are too small to see, such as bacteria and other
tiny forms of life. Some of these tiny things that
we call microorganisms are very important in the
range complex. They break down the dead parts
· of living things so that the chemicals they contain
can be used over and over again. If it were not for
these tiny living things, the whole earth would be
covered many layers deep with dead plants and
animals . . These microorganisms can be called decom posers.

The Dependent Factors

The range complex is made up of soil, vegetation, consumers, decomposers, and another factor
we have not discussed, the microclimate. When
plants grow in a place, they shade it and keep the
wind away and thus change the climate. This
changed climate where each kind of growing material
lives is its microclimate.
Each one of these dependent factors is affected
by the other. For example, if there are too many
consumers, they eat too much and injure the vegetation. This, in turn causes consumers to not have
enough to eat. Also, the microclimate is made drier,
the number of decomposers and soil fertility are reduced.
Changes in the Range Complex
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Succession. The range complex is extremely old.
Rock has been formed in various ways. Mountains
have been uplifted and eroded. Inland seas have
existed and dried up or drained away. Some areas
have been leveled by glaciers. Others have been
covered with deep layers of windblown dust or
sand.
When bare areas are exposed, a range complex is
formed. At first only pioneer plants, such as lichens,
can live on the bare rock surface. The microclimate
is very severe, consumers are not present, and the
number of decomposers is small.
Gradually, over a very long period of time, enough

soil is formed to permit larger plants to grow. These . .
la~g~r pla1;1ts change the microclimate so, that the
ongu~al p10n~ers cannot grow. The d~composers
then mcrease m num~er and a commumty of consume_r~ becomes established. As these changes occur,
condit10ns become more favorable for the growth
of other plants and less favorable for the existing
vegetation. Gradually the kind of vegetation changes.
As the veo-etation changes the consumers the de'
'
composers,b the microclimate,
and the soil
also
change. This slow, gradual change in the range
complex is usually toward a better soil, a more
favorable microclimate, a more productive vegetation, and a bigger population of living things.
This change is called succession.
Changes in the vegetation and soil are shown very
simply in the diagram on page 5. Changes that
happen at the same time in microclimate, in consumers. and in decomposers are not shown.
How fast succession occurs depends on the controlling factors-climate, geological materials, and
living things.
The Natural Balance. On most of our ranges, the
slow process of succession has been completed at least
once and a lasting kind of range complex was reached
many years ago. This kind of range complex is called
the natural balance.
Usually when the natural balance is reached the
soil is very productive and the microclimate is very
favorable. The vegetation usually produces more
and supports a greater amount of consumers than
at any other level of succession. There are also more
of the tiny decomposers. The natural balance is
very lasting or stable, but if the controlling factors

change, it changes. For example, if the climate
changes a little bit, the natural balance changes a
little bit too. If the geological factors change, or if
the kinds of living things change, then the natural
balance changes too.
·
.
.
. The natural balance _on ra~gdand ~hie~ is undi~turbed ~y large grazmg an11:r1als or fire is called
climax. Climax probably occupied a very small area
.
m
t h e natura lb alance. However, _such area~ are
known t?day and are called relzcts of climax.
These reli~ts usually produce the greatest amount
of vegeta~10n tha_t the _range c_omplex can produce
on a sustamed basis. Relicts of climax_ are hard to find,
but are very useful because they provide the best yard- .
stick we have for measuring the health of our
range.
Regression. Before white people came to the range,
most of the range complex was at the natural balance.
The soil; vegetation; great herds of buffalo, antelope,
elk, deer, bear, wolves, grasshoppers, and other animals; the microclimate and the tiny micro-organisms
were all in balance. This balance might have shifted
and changed but was always evened out. When a plant
or animal died, it remained on the range, and no fertility was removed from the land.
The white man came and killed the buffalo and
most of the elk, antelope, bear, and wolves. He
controlled prairie fires. He brought in cattle and
then sheep and overgrazed the land. The grasses
cattle liked best were grazed short again and again.
These grasses weakened and died. Their place was
taken by grass that cattle didn't like as well or by
grass that was short and unproductive. These new

When the buffalo and other wild animals roamed the range, a "natu~al balanc~" or lasting kind of range complex
was established through succession. Al. though plant and animal populations
were not constant, they were continually
changing and an "average balance"
was maintained. But man must now
work to establish a grazing balance.
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Nature's way is 1:ot disturbed, there 1s no shortage,
but when regress10n occurs, shortages often develop.
There are many natural cycles, such as those of
carbon, nitrogen,' phosphorus, and water. Each of
these cycles involves every phase of the range complex. Some of the cycles go beyond the range area
and involve the ocean and last over millions of
years.
One of the most important cycles is the water
(hydrologic) cycle. Water is extremely iI?portant
to human beings for family use and for mdustry.
High mountain areas of the west are extremely
important because they receive large amounts of
rain and snow.
An area from which the water runs off is called
a watershed. All of the parts of the range complex
have an effect on the amount and quality of water
from the watershed.
Now let's look . at the natural water cycle shown
in figure 2. It begins at the ocean, goes to the sky,
to the land, and back to the ocean. Water evaporates from the ocean into the atmosphere as moisture. The moisture is lifted by air currents. Clouds
form, causing precipitation to fall back to the earth
as ram or snow. Some of this water evaporates

grasses als<;>. weakened and were replaced by cactus
or sagebn1sh or perhaps poisonous plants.
\:Vhen the range was grazed too short, the ground
was no longer shaded. Wind blew harder close to
arid f~ne soil
the ground. Rai?droi:s beat
particles washed mto tmy openmgs m the s01l, plu~ging them. Water ran off and washed away the s01l,
the range complex became drier, the soil poorer,
and vegetation did not produce as much. Fewer
cattle or sheep could live on the land. Ranchers'
returns from the land dwindled. This change to a
less productive range complex is called regression.
Range Improvement. We can stop regression and
improve the range by wise management. Although
we cannot restore the natural balance which existed
before white men came to the grassland, we can establish a new balance. We must work for range improvement and establish a new balance that will provide
maximum longtime livestock production. This new balance is called the graz£.ng balance. The science
of range management is the study of how to reach
and maintain this grazing balance.

?ow~

Nature's Cycles

Mother Nature is a great conservationist. She
uses her tools over and over again. As long as

1111

111111

PRECIPITATION

1111~

I

.

111

')

Figure 2. The hydrologic cycle is the way Nature uses water over and over.
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Let us consider three parts of our range complex
m more detail. These are soil, vegetation, and livestock.
Soil

Soil is formed from parent material by the action
of climate and living things as conditioned by the
slope of the land surface. Soil formation takes eons
of time. For example, it may take about 500 years
to build one inch of soil from bedrock.
·
Soil forms in layers or horizons. In different
soils these layers have different characteristics . . By
studying them, we can learn much about the entire range complex. The upper layers are darker in
color, richer than the others, and contain most of ·
the plant roots. These layers are called topsoil.
The topsoil is very important to the range manager. If the cover of vegetation is taken away, the
fertile topsoil will be eroded by wind and water.
There are many kinds of soils, differing in many
ways. Some of the different characteristics of soil are
depth, slope, texture, structure, and organic matter.
Soil Depth. Soil depth is the amount of soil above

Figure 3. This sketch of a major soil profile shows the
different layers or horizons which are found in the soil.

while it is falling; other is caught by vegetation
and evaporates. Most of it, however, reaches the
ground and either soaks in or runs off. The runoff
water collects in depressions, runs into streams, and
finally returns to the ocean.
Some of the water that soaks in is stored in the
soil, used by the vegetation, and returned to the
air by evaporation from the pores of the leaf. This
process is called transpiration. The rest filters down
to recharge wells and springs.
On rangeland where water is the limiting production factor, we want to keep the water where
it falls. We want it to soak in as rapidly as possible.
Raindrops fall with great force. When they
strike bare soil, they make a crater like a small
bomb. They break the soil grains apart and the
fine particles are splashed up in the air with the
water. The muddy water then plugs the pore spaces
of the soil so that the water cannot soak in but
has to run off.
When raindrops strike vegetation or mulch, the
pores of the soil remain open and the water filters
into the soil. If our ranges are healthy and near the
grazing balance, most of the water that falls will
soak in and be used to grow grass or recharge wells
and springs.
If our ranges have been abused and regression
has gone a long way, then much of the water that
f~lls will run off, taking part of the soil with it.
The range will then suffer from drought just as
if the rain had not come. This kind of drought is
man-made. The range has lost valuable soil which
cannot be quickly replaced. Downstream, the water
and soil will help to cause floods or . to silt up
flood control dams. These are good reasons to keep
our water where it falls and use it to advantage.
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These photographs show the action of a raindrop striking wet soil. The drop of water is a sphere, about ¼
inch in diameter. It travels at the rate of about 30 feet
per second when it strikes the soil. The force pushes the
wet earth upward in all directions and throws particles
of soil and water to distances of 2 to 4 feet. The resulting crater is about 4 times as large as the raindrop .

.,

- return the nutrients to the soil where they can be
the parent _material. The deeper a soil is, the more
used by other plants. In this process humus is forme~.
room there is for plant roots, and for the storage
Humus is very important, as it helps to make good s01l
of water and nutrients. Soil depth is controlled
structure. It holds water and helps increase soil
mostly by the climate, the slope of the surface, the
fertility.
hardness of the parent material, and the age of the
Vegetation
soil.
Vegetation is the total of all the plants on an
Sfope. Some land is nearly flat but most Ian? is
area.
V t::getation tells you what kind of a ra~ge
sloping.The degree of slope may be gentle, rollmg,
you
have,
its productiveness, and what you do to
or steep. Water runs off steep slopes faster, and
improve
it.
Each plant helps to tell the story. Alcauses more erosion resulting in slower soil forthough
there
are hundreds of different plants on
mation. As a result, soil is. shallower on · steep
the
range,
you
need not know all of them to manslopes.
age the range properly. But you must know the
The direction of the slope makes a difference in
most important ones that make up most of the
the kinds of plants that can grow. South slopes are
livestock forage. You should know th_ese plants by
warmer and drier than north slopes. South slopes
their standard common names, and you must know
may provide winter and early spring forage when
as much as you can about how they grow and
north slopes are covered with snow or have not
what they need to be healthy. They must be. man"greened-up."
aged carefully, if they are to produce a maximum
Texture. Texture refers to the size of soil partiof livestock and livestock products. In any one
cles. The very large particles are called gravel and
range area, there are usually about 15 to 30 of
the smaller ones are called sand, silt, and clay,
these very important forage plants.
clay being the smallest. Usually soils are a mixture
Most of our range plants belong to the group
of these different sized particles, and the name we
called the seed plants. These plants have been
give to a soil is based on the most abundant partidivided into groups that have similar flower parts.
cle. For example, a very fine sandy loam means
Some of these groups are called families. Each
that the soil is made up mostly of very fine sand
family usually contains several genera and each
with some silt and clay. A person who has studied
genus usually contains several species. A man who
the soil can usually tell the texture by wetting the
identifies and classifies plants is called a plant taxsoil and "feeling" it.
onomist.
Soil texture is mainly due to the kind of parent maPlant Parts. Plants . are like animals. They have
teriol the soil came from. Age of the soil also affects
a body and the body has parts. And like animals,
the texture. Bedrock breaks down first into large
each plant species has parts different from those
rocks, then into gravel, and finally into smaller partiof other species. A complete seed plant has a root,
cles.
stem, leaves, flowers, and fruit.
Usually a fine textured soil is more fertile and
If we have a complete plant, we can usually
holds more water than a coarse textured soil.
tell what species it belongs to. One way to do
Structure. Individual soil grains are usually bound
this is to use a key, made up by taxonomists to
together somewhat like the kernels of a popcorn
help identify plants. But before we can talk about
ball. The way they are bound together is called the
plants we have to know the plant parts and their
kind of soil structure. Good soil structure is im--- names. We must also know how the parts can be
portant to the range manager because it helps make
different.
more water available to plants. It may ,also improve
Since grasses are our most important group of
the soil air. Good structure helps to grow more
range plants, we will learn the parts of a grass
grass. There are many causes for soil structure.
first. Then we can compare other plants with it.
The main one the range manager can control is
The parts of a grass are shown in figure 4. All grasses
the amount of organic matter.
have roots, stems, leaves, and seed heads.
Organic Matter. At the end of the grazing season,
Roots anchor the plant in the soil. They also take
about half of the vegetation should be left on the
minerals and water from the soil to the stem.
range. The leaves dry and drop to the soil, forming
Sometimes plant food is stored in the root. The
a mulch. This mulch helps reduce erosion and ingrowing part of the root is at the tip. Roots grow
crease water penetration.
downward rather than upward as stems do. Also,
Mulch is broken down by microrganisms. Roots
roots do not have joints, leaves, or flowers.
also die and are consumed by these tiny forms of
The stem is the main body of the plant that
life. They decompose the dead plant material and
supports the leaves. Water and minerals are moved
10

PAR.TS of GRASS
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Figure 4 . Parts of a Grass Plant
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from the root to the leaves or to the flowers _., , back every yeaL They do not look like grasses.
through the stem. Food that is made in the leaves
Our "weeds" and "range flowers" are £orbs. We use
is moved to the root or to the flower through the
the term £orb because "weed" is defined as any
plant growing where it is not intended.
stem. The stem is made up of nodes (joints) and
in.ternodes ( the parts between the nodes). The stem
Many £orbs are good forage, especially for sheep.
is usually hollow, but sometimes it has pith in the
Also, many native legumes fix nitrogen and ferticenter like corn.
lize the soil. Most £orbs have net veins in the leaves,
The leaf comes from a node on the stem. The
but a .fe~, such as bracted spiderwort, have para~lelleaf has two parts--the sheath which fits closely
veined leaves.
Shrubs are woody plants with stems that live
around the stem and the blade which is wide and
over the winter. These stems branch from near the
often flat. These two parts are joined together at
the collar. Inside the collar, ·next to the stem, is a
base. A shrub is like a tree, but it is smaller and
does not have a definite trunk with branches well
small projection known as the ligule. Some grasses
above the ground. Woody -plants grazed by livehave two ear-shaped tips that clasp the stem. These
stock are called browse.
are called auricles.
The seed head of a grass is called th e infioresAnother useful classification or grouping of plants
cence. The inflorescence is made up of many smaller
is based on their length of life.
units called spikelets. At the base of each spikelet,
there are usually two bracts called glumes. Each spikeAnnual plants live only one season. They do not
come up a second year from roots.
let contains one or more florets. A fioret is a single
Biennial plants live two years. Many times they
grass flower. When there is more than one floret
form a basal cluster of leaves the first year and send
per spikelet, each floret is on a short stem called
a rachilla. Each floret when it is mature usually
up a seed stalk the second year.
produces a fruit. A grass fruit is usually called the
Perennial plants live several years. They produce
seed. The seed is contained in two bracts called
leaves and stems each year from the same crown.
the lemma and the palea. In many grasses such as
We also classify plants as to their origin.
needleandthread, the lemma and pal ea remain with
Native plants are those species which had their
the seed after they ripen and fall. Others, like sand
beginning in North America.
:
.
dropseed and switchgrass, shell out.
Introduced plants are those species which have
Some grasses; such as western wheatgrass, have
been brought in from outside North Amhica.
rhizomes. A rhizome is a stem that grows under
Sometimes we need to classify plants as to the
season of the year when they make their, greatest
the ground. It has joints and leaflike scales. Rhizomes store food. · New plants also grow from
growth.
rhizomes. This is one means of vegetative reproCool season plants make the most growth during
duction. Some grasses, such as buffalograss, produce
th e cool weather in the spring and will "green up"
new plants from stolons or runners. Stolons are
much like rhizomes except they grow above the
in the fall if moisture is adequate.
ground.
Warm season plants make the most growth durKinds of Rang:e Plants. There are so many kinds
ing the summer and make seed in the summer or
of plants on the range that for effective study, we
in th e early fall.
need to divide them into groups. There are several. .
This grouping is important because plants that
ways to do this. One convenient grouping is to
are growing rapidly taste better to our livestock and
have more feed value.
divide all of our seed plants into gra~ses, grasslike
Plants can also be grouped according to their
plants, £orbs, and shrubs. Some of the more common characteristics of these groups are compared
forage value as Good, Fair, Poor, or Poisonous. The
in the chart in figure 5.
classification of any one plant may change with
Grasses are plants with jointed stems. These stems
the season of the year, the kind of livestock, the
are usually hollow. Leaves are in two rows on the
soil type, and the region. There is also some year
stem. Veins in the leaves are parallel. Grasses are
to year variation. Nevertheless, this is a very imthe most important kind of range plant.
portant way to classify range plants.
Grasslike plants look like grasses but have solid
Plants can also be classified according to their
stems (not hollow) which have no joints. Stems
reaction to grazing. We will discuss this grouping
are often triangular. Veins in the leaves are parallel.
later.
These are the sedges and the rushes.
Collecting Range Plants. As a beginning range
Forbs are broadleaved plants with tops that die
manager, you will need to make a collection of
12
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the plant species you see as you ride the range.
This will··help you to know these plants and to
talk to other people about them.
Plants should be collected when they are in full
flower or when grass is headed out. Your collection
should be made throughout the year because different plants grow and produce flowers at different seasons. The most important plants should be
collected at several stages of growth and grazing.
Each plant you collect should be pressed and
mounted. Then it should be; labeled with its common name, the name of the place where you found
it, and its grazing value. Instructions for making a
collection are given in Extension Mimeo Circular
516, called "4-H Range Management Project". This
publication also discusses the characteristics of a large
number of range plants.
How Plants Grow and Reproduce. The green
plant is the most wonderful factory in the world.
Plants take energy from sunlight and certain raw
materials and make sugar. This process is called
photosynthesis, and means "putting together by
means of light." After formation, the sugar is oxidized or "burned" at low temperature in the plant,
providing energy for the plant to live. This sugar
is also made into many different chemicals to build
up the plant body. Some of these are starch, cellulose, fats, and proteins, but there are many others
as well.
Photosynthesis is the original source of all food
on earth. The green plant, in other words, is the primary producer. All other living things depend on the
green plant for food.
The process of photosynthesis is very complicated and still not completely understood. We do
know that chlorophyll is essential for the process.
Chloroph yll is the substance that makes leaves
green. Chlorophyll captures the energy from sunlight and uses it to split water into two elements-hydrogen and oxygen. Oxygen is given -off to the air.
through tiny holes in the leaf. Oxygen is what
animals breathe in. Animals breathe out carbon
dioxide (CO2) into the air. CO2 is taken into the
leaf and combined with hydrogen to make sugar.
This sugar is moved out of the leaf into other parts
of the plant where it is needed, or, it may be sent
to the root and stored until needed.
T he temperature of the plant must be right before these reactions will occur. Also, there are many
other elements used in different ways.
Plant growth, then, requires chlorophyll in the
plant cell, light, carbon dioxide, water, essential
elements, . and a favorable temperature. Let us consider water and es~ential elements in more detail.

->
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Water. Plants use large quantities of water. Water is
absorbed by the roots and moved through the stems.
Some is used for photosynthesis, while other is used to
carry elements up from the roots. Large amounts are
lost through the pores of the leaves. This is called
transpiration. This loss is high during hot weather, but
it helps keep plants cool. The plant body also contains
water. When the plant is very young, more than ¾ of
its weight is water. Even when mature, water may .still
make up ¼ its total weight. ·
Range grasses need from 300 to 1,000 pounds of
water to produce a pound of dry forage. Shrubs
and trees need from 1700 to 2400 pounds of water
to make a pound of twigs, bark, and leaves.
Several essential elements are required for plant
growth. Those required in the largest amounts
can be remembered by the words "C. Hopk'ns
Cafe, Mighty good." The abbreviations of the
essential elements can be arranged in the same way:
C, H, 0, P, K, N, S, Ca, Fe, Mg. These elements
are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, potassium, nitrogen, sulfur, calcium, iron, and magnessium. In addition, several elements are required in
minute amounts. These are called essential trace
elements.
Carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen are used to make
sugars in photosynthesis. These elements also occur
in many chemicals used in the plant body.
Phosphorus is required for absorption of minerals, photosynthesis, and almost every other reaction
in the plant.
Nitrogen and sulfur are necessary to make proteins, which are essential for life.
Calcium is part of a substance that acts as a
cement or glue to hold the cell walls of a plant
together. Calcium and potassium are also required
for certain necessary reactions to take place in the
plant.
Iron and magnesium are required to make chlorophyll.
All of these elements are taken into the root from
the soil. Roots must have air in order to take up
elements. Elements are usually more available when
soil mosture is adequate.
Although water is the biggest single regulator
of range plant growth, nitrogen can also have a
strong effect. Even though the air contains plenty
of free nitrogen, it . has to be changed to another
form before it can be used by plants. Most of the
nitrogen used by plants has been made available
by microorganisms. Some of these bacteria live in
the soil. Others live only in small lumps or nodules
on the roots of legumes.
Legumes are members of the bean family. Al-

falfa is a legume. Some native legumes are ground-J
plum milkvetch, American vetch, and slimflower
scurfpea.
Nitrogen is usually adequate on ranges that are in
high range condition, but may be low on ranges that
have been overgrazed.
In late fall when days are short and cold, most of
our range plants become dormant. This mean·s they
are still alive, but are not growing. They live by using
a little of the food they have stored. During the
winter certain changes are going on so that they
will be ready to grow in the spring. In the spring
new stems and leaves are pushed up. This new
growth is also made by using stored food. The
plant may use ¾ or more of its stored food to
produce the first 10% of its height growth.
After the new leaves are up, photosynthesis begins and plants make new food. When a plant is
growing very fast, the new factory may not supply
enough food, and still more of the stored food may
be used. Food reserves may be very low by the
time the seedstalks are put up. But after this point,

hese grass plants, taken as sod pieces 3 inches dee~
and 6 inches square, are fr~m three adjoining pastures.
They are the same grass, from the same soil; but grazed
ifferently. In 6 weeks, the moderately grazed centen
plant produced 6 times as much tqps and 5 times as
much roots as the heavily grazed plant on the right.
The lightly grazed plant (left) produced 16 times as
much tops and 14 times as much roots as the heavil~
grazed plant. Moderate grazing is usually best. ·

·-----
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more food is made than is used, and is stored again ·
in roots, rhizomes, and stem bases.
A large part of food storage is made after seeds
ripen. Storage ceases when plants become dormant
and the cycle is repeated. This cycle is different ·
for various range plants. For example, in dry years
some grasses do not put up a seedstalk while others
may form . new plants from rhizomes or stolons in
addition to making seed. The cycle is also affected
by other factors, especially drought and grazing.
Effect of Grazing and Drought. During drought
plant roots may die or entire plants may be killed.
Some plants become dormant. New growth is then
made by using stored food. If drought occurs when
food reserves are very low many plants literally die ·
from starvation.
Grazing removes the plant's food factory. For
this reason, grazing when root reserves are low may
starve the plant. When drought and heavy grazing
are· combined, large numbers of good forage plants
starve to death.
Our range grasses are suited to endure drought
and are adapted to grazing. If we graze them moderately and allow them to store food, they will
remain healthy. With proper grazing management,
we can have "fat, healthy grass" as well as fat,
healthy cattle or sheep.
How Livestock Graze. Our cattle and sheep know
the plants that grow on the range. Some are tasty
and delicious to them. These are called highly palatable. Others they do not like. These are less palatable. For example, big bluestem is one of the most
palatable grasses in South Dakota. Green needlegrass and little bluestem are also very palatable.
These can be thought of as "ice cream" plants.
However, the same plant does not always have
the same palatability. Plants which are very palatable in early spring may not be touched in midsummer. Plants grazed with relish in summer may
be left alone in spring and fall. Usually livestock
prefer actively growing plants. They eat the cool
season plants first in spring and fall. But they eat
t:1e warm season plants first in summer. In other
words, livestock will eat the very palatable plants
first. When these plants become hard to find, they
eat the next most palatable. If the range is stocked
heavily, animals cannot do as much selecting. They
must then eat plants they don't like in order to
get enough to eat.
Plant preferences of different kinds of animals
also vary. Sheep, for example, eat more £orbs than will
cattle. And cattle will eat more coarse grasses than will
sheep.
Both cattle and sheep are particular about what

they eat. Not only do they select plants they like,
but they also select certain parts of these plants.
Young, tender leaves are chosen while tough stems
are avoided. Sheep and deer will often eat seedheads.
Livestock are lazy. They graze convenient areas
first, such as near water, near the salt box, bedground, or around their loafing areas. Only when
the plants they like are eaten, will they go further.
If a tall plant and a short one are equally palatable, livestock will eat more of the · tall one. For
example, if a tall plant is eaten down to 2 inches
high, ¾ of it may be gone. On the other hand,
if a short plant is eaten to the same height, only
¼ of it may be gone.
Effect of Heavy Grazing on the Vegetation. How
livestock graze determines the effect on the plant
community. As grazing pressure is increased, the .
most palatable plants are eaten first and grazed
again and again. They are thus weakened by starvation and crowded out by competition. Such plants
are called decreasers. The less palatable plants that
escape grazing and crowd out the decreasers are
called increasers.
As the decreasers become hard to find, the livestock eat more and more of the increasers. Finally
the increasers are weakened by starvation and may be
crowded out by plants that have invaded the range.
These may have. been present on gopher diggings
and disturbed places or they may have come from
outside the area. Such plants are called invaders. Most
invaders are neither palatable nor productive.
After a range is grazed heavily for several years,
production of palatable forage is reduced. Several
reasons account for this: . (1) the more palatable,
taller growing, higher producing plants are grazed
hardest, (2) the remaining plants are weakened
by continued heavy use-weak plants don't grow as
big or as tall as healthy ones, (3) the microclimate
is drier and less favorable for plant growth, and
( 4) the soil is less productive.

I}~'mum feed. These .animals should also be rugged and

able to rustle. They must be good breeders and must
be free from defecr1,. These things that we want in our
livestock are inheJf..ted.
Cattle inherit t~ e ability to gain rapidly just as
much as you inherit the color of your eyes. For
thousands of years man has selected and bred animals for certain purposes. He has developed our
modern breeds of livestock. These breeds are highly
productive compared with wild animals or with unimproved livestock. Nevertheless, within any one
breed, there is still great variation. Some individuals are extremely productive and others are not.
We can identify the high producers by_performance
testing and by progeny testing. By using high producing livestock for breeding, we can increase the
productivity of our herds and flocks.
Production Factors. Even if we have the best livestock in the world, they may not be very productive.
High production from good livestock can be prevented by parasites, disease, and poor nutrition or other
· types of poor management.
Poor nutriton may be due to improper grazing
management or failure to properly supplement the
range forage.
In grazing management we should pay close attention to: ( 1) grazing intensity, (2) distribution of livestock, ( 3) season of grazing, and ( 4) the kind of livestock. We will discuss all of these problems in detail
later. Let us first consider intensity of grazing.
We make money by selling stock. Often we figure
that the more stock we have the more money we
make. This isn't necessarily true. Profit depends on
our income from livestock minus our expenses.
SHORT LOIN STEAKS
CLUB

~:

PORTERHOUSE
Hind

Livestock

In order to make a better living from the land,
white man killed most of the native consumers and
replaced them with domestic livestock. Cattle and
sheep were domesticated in Asia thousands of years
ago and have been bred and selected for the characters that man wants.
The Kind of Livestock We Want. We raise cattle
and sheep for food and clothing. For meat production,
we want animals that will grow rapidly, fatten quickly and produce a tender, tasty carcass. We want this
carcass to contain as much weight in steaks and good
roasts as possible. We want maximum gain on mini-
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Figure 6. The more cuts we can get from the shaded
areas of the carcas, the more money in the bank.

When we figure our profit we should also consider~ ·---------~---~
the change in the value of our range.
We have already seen that if we graze the range
too heavily, it will deteriorate and become unproductive. Since range forage is livestock food, an over
grazed range means under-nourished livestock unless stocking rate is greatly reduced or additional
feed is provided.
·
When heavy grazing is continued, growing stock
will have a higher death loss. They will make lower
gains per head, will be in poorer condition at marWhen range forage does not supply necessary nutriket time, and will sell at a lower price per pound.
ents, the wisest move is to feed supplements.
In short, they will bring less total money than they
would under proper (moderate) grazing.
digestible nutrients. As it matures, less digestible,
Heavy grazing also causes breeding stock to make
woody materials make up more of its structure.
low gains per head and to enter the winter in poor
By mid-or late-summer when the range turns brown
condition. A higher death loss or a bigger feed
the forage is usually slightly below the requirebill can be expected under these conditions.
ments of stock for protein and phosphorus.
Compared with moderate grazing, we can also
By mid-winter, range forage is quite low in proexpect a lower calf or lamb crop, smaller birth
tein, phosphorus, carotene, and total digestible nuweights, lower weaning weights, and lower contrients. Whenever plants "green-up" during the windition at weaning. Nutritional problems such as
ter, however, they provide nutritious forage.
water belly, vitamin A deficiency, selenium poisonThese changes in nutritive value occur in all
ing, and poisonous plant losses may be aggravated.
What continued overgrazing really means then, is
plants, but they are not as extreme in many browse
(woody) plants as they are in grasses and £orbs.
lower income now and increasingly poorer range
with still less income in years to come.
Browse often remains relatively high in protein,
· carotene, and phosphorus during the winter. Thus,
Our livestock use nutrients from the feed for breathranges having a lot of palatable browse are good
ing, pumping blood, digesting food, and other neceswinter ranges.
sary functions. They also use energy to keep warm
and to move about. The feed requirements of an aniThe nutritive value of range forage is also afmal for these necessary functions is called the maintefected by weather, range site and condition, and
nance requirement. No production is possible until
.degree of utilization. As mentioned earlier, livemaintenance has been taken care of.
stock select the kinds and parts of plants which
taste
best to them. Because the tastiest forage is
This requirement varies between kinds of aniusually
the most nutritious, livestock will usually
mals, and between the same kind of animals during
consume
the best diet available to them on the range.
different production. For example, the requirements
of a rapidly growing young calf or lamb are differBy proper grazing management we can be sure
ent from those of a cow or ewe during pregnancy
that our livestock have enough forage to eat. Howor during the suckling period. During the life of
ever, there are times when that forage will not
all animals nutrient requirements change, dependprovide enough nutrients for the livestock producing on age, on the weather, and kind of production.
tion we want. We should then feed supplements in
order
to get maximum producti<;m at minimum cost.
Range forage also changes in nutritive value.
We have looked at the range complex as a whole ·
Several factors affect nutritive value of forage, but
the most important is its stage of maturity. Early
and we have considered soil, vegetation, and livein the spring, when the grass begins to grow, it is
stock in mo!e detail. Now let's turn to the applicahigh in protein, phosphorus, carotene, and total .
tion of these principles in range management.
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Range sites
vegetation varies with soil and climate
'.I:

...

WHAT ARE RANGE SITES?
Rangeland is land on which the climax vegetation
is natural pasture such as grassland, grassland with
scattered trees or shrubs, marsh, or desert shrub.
Range sites are kinds of rangeland that vary in their
ability to produce distinctly different kinds or
amounts of climax vegetation. Each range_,site is a special combination of soils and climate potentially capable of producing a distinct kind or amount of vegetation.
Range soils are combined into twenty groups by

agencies in the Northern Great Plains. The range
soil group, the local rainfall belt, and the name of
the state in which it is located completely describes
a range site, for example, "Silty, 15" 19", South Dakota."
Rainfall belts are based on average annual precipitation. Five inches of rainfall is included in each
belt, that is, 5 to 9 inches, 10 to 14, 15 to 19, 20 to 24,
25 to 29 inches, etc. The four rainfall belts which occur
in South Dakota are shown in figure 7. Appendix tables 1 through 8 are condition guides for the 4 belts.

RAINFALL BELTS. FOR RANGE CONDITION GUIDES
CORS

PERKINS

:·. :. :::
l :::: ::
. . . .. . . . .

ZIEBACH

. . . . . . . . .. . . . .

. . . . .. . . . . . . .
: : : : : : : : : .. . .. ~~AD~E~++++++~I
BUT-TE· · · ·· . . . .

2.

1
2
3
4

SOUTH DAKOTA
BISON - PINE
MOUND CITY BLACK HILLS

10 - 14"
RIDGE 15 - 19~
ROSEBUD 15 - 19"
15 - 19••

5· BLACK HILLS 20 - 24"
6

ABERDEEN - GREGORY 20 - 24':

7 SISSETON - TYNDALL 20 - 24"
8 SOUTH DAKOTA 25 - 29"

Figure 7. Rainfall map
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Only natural grazing lands used as native pas-~
tures can be classed as range sites. Fo.r.est lands
producing volunteer vegetation suitable for grazing
when fire, cutting, or other influences open the
timber stand are classed as forest sites. The only
certain indicator of potential production of vegetation is the site.
All range soil groups fall into three natural classes,
according to their ability to use the rainfall they
receive for production of vegetation. These three
classes are run-in, normal, and runoff soil groups.
Run-in soil groups receive moisture in addition
to direct rainfall that produces additional vegetation. The added moisture may run in on the
surface or under the surface of the soil. The extra
moisture is the most important feature in the production of vegetation on soil groups in this class.

Sands: Deep, loose, coarse-textured soils, predomi- ·
nantly sand, on nearly level to gentle slopes except loamy very fine sand and dark, nearly level
loamy fine sands.
Choppy Sands: Deep, loose, coarse-textured soils, ·
predominantly sand, with abruptly irregular slopes,
often 20% or more.
Sandy: Sandy loams, dark nearly level loamy fine
sand, and loamy very fine sands.
Silty: Very fine sandy loams, loams, silt loams, and
silts.
Clayey: Relatively pervious clays, and clay loams.

Normal soil groups have deep soils that in "top"
range condition can absorb and use most of the
rain that falls on them for production of vegetation. These soil groups differ from one another
;principally in soil texture.
Runoff soil groups have slope of other limitations that prevent the soil from absorbing and storing most of the rain fall. The excess water runs off.
Less vegetation is produced because of limited moisture.
The 20 range soil groups used by agencies in
the Northern Great Plains and their grouping according to moisture relationships follow.
Run-In Soil Groups

Wet Land: Lands with water table over the surface
during part of the growing season and sub-irrigated. (Too wet for cultivated crops but highly
productive under natural cover.)
Sub-irrigated: Lands with water table rarely over the
surface during the growing season, but sub-irrigated
most of the growing season.

Normal range sites use most ~f their rainfall-' to g~ow:
grass.
·
·
-

Overflow: Areas regularly receiving more than
normal soil moisture because of run-in from higher land; including stream overflow, run-in from
higher slopes, and areas with water spreading
systems.
Saline Lowland: Overflow or sub-irrigated land
- where salt accumulations are evident and affect
, kind of native vegetation.
Normal Soil Groups

Savannah: Uplands on which grass cover with
isolated trees is normal (climax). This site is common at margins of forest climates but it also occurs
deep in grassland climates if soil moisture conditions especially favor tree growth.
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Run-iri range sites receive more wafer and grow more
rass.

Runoff Soil Groups

·Gravel:

Uplands where rock fragments of gravel
or small stone·s occur in and on the soil. Coarse
materia~s greatly _reduce m~isture retention. and
affect kmd of native vegetation. A sharp pomted
spade cannot be forced into the soil.
Very Shallow: Areas where few roots can penetrate _deeper tha?, _IO inc_h~s. Exposure of be~rock is charactenstlc but JOmts develop deep soil
·k ·
11
k d b
11
·
poc ets. Jomts are usua y mar e y ta grasses,
h b
d
·
s ru s, or stunte trees.
.
Saline Upland: Upland soils with excessive accumulation of salts as reflected in kind of native vegetation. Common only in arid climates.
Shale: Uplands where raw, easily puddled shales are
exposed at the surface and little, if any, soil profile
development is evident.
Badlands: Nearly barren lands broken by drainages, dry most of the year, with intermingled grazable areas too small or too narrow to justify mapping separate! y.

~

Dense Cl~y: Relatively impervious dispersed clays, ·

and soils underlain by rnch clays at depths of 10
inches or less.
·1 h
h 11 1 d 1 d
Sh. a11ow: All s01 s t at are s a ow y eve ope ,
considered typical for the climate excepting
sands and loess. These are thin and immature
··1
b
11 ·
F
h 11
1
s01 s, common a ove. co uvmm. or s a ow c ays
'f b
k
l
. c Al
use suff ix .
so, i ase roe or c1ean grave
,, d h dd ff' R
G
occurs at lo-20 ept , a su ix . ·or .
Panspots: Areas where hard days or other impervious
materials lie close to or at the surface in shallow depressions which occupy 20 to 50% of the area.
Thin Loess: Shallowly developed or thin loess soils on
slopes of 30% or more.
Thin Breaks: Poorly developed mixed soils derived
from different parent materials that outcrop at different levels forming irregular slopes of from 20 to
65%. Trees may occur locally above outcrops.

Determining range condition
range health is based on relict of climax
WHAT IS RANGE CONDITION?
Range condition is range health. We speak of
our own health as good or poor in relation to the
best health we can have. The same thing can be ··
done with our range. Range condition can be defined as the percent of vegetation on a site which
is climax vegetation for that site. We have discussed
parts of the range complex such as soil, microclimate, and vegetation. In studying range condition,
we are mostly concerned with the vegetation.
The closer the present vegetation is to the vegetation of relicts of the climax ( see page 7) the better
the range condition or range health. We often read
in the newspapers and livestock magazines, or hear
people say that the range is in "good" or "fair" condition. In such cases the term "condition" may not
refer to the present vegetation in relation to what
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it might be. Such terms usually refer to this year's
production of vegetation compared with other years.
They are not talking about the kind of range plants
on a range site.
Sometimes the amount the range is grazed ( utilization) is confused with range condition. We must
remember that range condition, as used here, refers
to the kind and amount of vegetation now growing
on a site in relation to that found on a relict of
climax on the same range site.
Plant Groups in Relation to Range Condition

Plants are separated into three groups based on
their response to grazing. As a person sees these
plant groups on the range, they become indicators
or have certain meaning. We all understand the
meaning of the green, yellow, and red traffic sig..
nals. The three plant groups can be similar signals

FOUR RANGE CONDITION CLASSF.S ON SAME k~ Of LAND IN NORTHERN MIXED PRAIRIE.
Differences in use alone caused the
dif'ferences ·in these native pastures.
Soil and climate are· same. Proper use
can make all look like top picture.
Excellent Range Condition
Taller grasses, such as GREEN NEEDLE-

GRASS, NEEDLEANDTHREAD, WESTERN WHEAT-

GRASS, are abtmdant. These grasses,
with an understory of BLUE GRAMA and
JUNEGRASS, make up most of the ground
cover. Seed is produced in favorable
years. Good natural mulch accumulated
on the surface lets water soak into
ground faster. Forage production is at
its highest and erosion is controlled.
Good Range Condition
BLUE GRAMA, a warm-season, short-growing grass, has partly replaced the
taller, cool-season grasses. It now
makes up a larger percentage of the
cover than for Excellent Condition.
When BLUE GRAMA replaces cool-season
grasses the season of green grazing
is shorter.

Fair Range Condition

Very few of _the original taller-grow~

ing grasses remain. There is much bare
ground, soil crusting and runoff. Rainfall is lost instead of stored for
grass growth. Use of range conservation measures will restore POOR or
FAIR condition ranges to EXCELLENT
condition.
Poor Range Condition

Nature tries to keep the ground covered with something. · When use is so
heavy th~t taller growing gr.asses cannot survive, she substitutes cactus,
annual weeds, or very short kinds ot
plants that can escape grazing.

Figure

8.

Four range condition classes ..
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1

to us. Let's group them by color according to their · ~ ,, Excellent: 75-100% condition. The largest part of
the vegetation on most sites in excellent conresponse to ·grazmg.
dition
is made up of green group plants.
The Green Group or Decreaser group is the most
Good: 50-75% condition. Yellow group plants make
desirable. Plants in this group produce the greatest
up a good part of the vegetation on range in good
amount of palatable vegetation. The vegetation in
condition . . Slight erosion may be evident. The
relicts of climax contains a high percentage of green
ground
cover is still good and some mulch is
group plants. These plants gradually decrease in
present.
amount as grazing use becomes heavy. As these plants
decrease, the range condition also decreases. For exFair: 25-50% condition. Few green group plants are
ample, green needlegrass is a decreaser or green group
found on range in fair condition. The yellow group
plant on clayey soil groups in the 15-19 inch rainfall
plants are usually weakened and red group plants
belts of South Dakota. As grazing use becomes heaviare often present.
er, this plant decreases and may be entirely killed out.
Poor: 0-25% -condition. Red group plants or the
The Yellow Group or Increaser group is also
short grasses of the yellow group make up most
found on relicts of climax. Some of these plants
of the vegetation. Unpalatable shrubs· may become
are less palatable than green group plants. Others
more abundant. Water runoff and soil erosion is
are much shorter than the green group plants. As
high.
a result, livestock do not graze off as high a percentage of the short plants as they do the taller
Guides for Rating Range Condition
ones. Because the short plants escape grazing, they
Guides to help in rating range condition have
are able to grow and reproduce while the taller
been developed for different areas in South Dakota.
green group plants are unable to maintain them.
These
are based on experiment station studies and
selves under heavy grazing.
experience of range technicians. The guide shows
Under heavy grazing, yellow group plants escape
which of the common species are Green, Yellow, or
grazing and so increase in percentage, and replace
Red group plants. It also tells the maximum perthe green group plants. When the green group plants
centage of each yellow group species expected in
become hard to find, the yellow group plants take
top range condition for each range site.
most of the grazing pressure. Then they begin to
Learning how to use the guide wiJl require pracdecrease. These yellow group plants warn the optice
and assistance from someone familiar with it.
erator. Blue grama is an example of the yellow
Range
condition guides have been prepared by the Soil
group, or increaser group of plants. It replaces the
.
Conservation
Service for different areas of the state as
taller vegetation on . several range sites when grazshown
in
figure
7. Guides for your area are shown in
ing use becomes too heavy.
figure 7. Guides for your area are shown in the 8 apThe Red Group or Invader group is not found
pendix tables and can be obtained from your County
·in the climax vegetation. These plants mean danger
Agent and your local Soil Conservation Service ·office.
because they are invading the range as the green
The Bureau of Indian Affairs has also prepared
group and yellow group plants die. The red group
guides for each of South Dakota's Indian Reservaplants are usually not as palatable to livestock and
tions. An example of a guide is shown on page 23.
do not take as good care of soil or moisture as the
native plants do. Curlycup gum weed is an example ..
How to Rate Range Condition
of an invader that often becomes very plentiful
A work sheet for rating range condition is helpon our heavily used range.
ful as it gives a written record of the vegetation on
·Range Condition llati·ng_
the area at the time of rating. A sample work
sheet is shown on page 24. The plants growing on
Range condition percentage measures how far
the present vegetation is from climax. The lower
a site are listed in the first ·column of this work
the condition rating the farther the range is from
sheet. The estimated percentage of each species · is
· shown in the second column. In the third column
climax and the poorer the range health. The highthe maximum percentage of each yellow group
er the rating the closer the range is to climax or
the best health possible. The range condition on a
species that may be counted toward condition is
relict of the climax is considered to be 100%. The
listed. This figure is taken from the range condition
range condition rating is based on amount of vegetaguide. The fourth column lists the .percent of each
tion by volume or weight, not by ground cover.
species that is counted toward condition. The total of
Four general condition classes are used by agenthis last column, then, gives the range condition in
cies in the Northern Great Plains.
percent.
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Guide to Range Condition on the Pine Rid~ndian Reservatoin (15-19 Inch Rainfall Belt)
Yellow group plants
Increascrs
(by range soil groups)

WL

Prairie sandreed --------------------------- Western and thickspike
wheatgrass -----------------------·---------- 5
Needleandthread ------------------------- Sand dropseed _______
Perennial threeawns ___________ Sandberg bluegrass _______________________ -

Sb

#

SL

d

10

40

10

d

.....

15

10
5

5

10

5

5

5

.5

% in Relict of Ct:max

Sv

Sa

Maximum
Sy
Cs

d

30

30

20

d

25
15
5

25
5

25

15
30
5

40
.15

5

5
5

15

5
10

10
5

10

5
25

Inland saltgrass
---------------Rosette panicums
Blue and hairy grama ___________________

Buffalograss
---------------Threadleaf sedge
Other sedge increasers___________________ 20
Gray sag~worts _______________
·Sagebru~e~ ____
Prickly pears
------------- Other £orb increasers _
Other woody increasers ________________ 5

Ov

10

10

5
5
5

5
5
5
5

5
15

5

5

5
5

10

5

5
5
5
5

Si

Cy

DC

Sw

Ps

d
50

d

d
d

d

25
15

15
5
d
d

5

5

d

5

5

6

d

25
10
5

25

10
10
5
5
5

5
5

d
5
5

5
5
5

Bl

d

d
d

20
5

Sh

d

d
d
5
5
5
5

15
5

vs

d

d
d
5
5
5
5

20
5
10
5
5
5

5

TB

5

5
5
5

5

5

30
10

d

20

d
5
5
5
10

d
10
5

10
d
5
5

10
10

5
5

d

10

s·

• The symbol "-" mea ns the species has less than 2 ½ % coverage or is not present in the climax vegetation of the site. The symbol "d " means the species
is a decreaser on the site.
DC-Dense clay
Sh-Shale
Sa-Sands
WL-Werland
Bl-Badlands
Cs-Choppy sands
Sw-Shallow
Sb-Subirrigated
Sy-Sandy
Ps-Panspots
Ov-Overflow
TB-Thin breaks
Si-Silty
SL-Saline lowland
VS- Very shallow
Cy-Clayey
Sv-S:ivannah

Red Group Plants
(Invaders)

Green Group Plants
(Decreascrs)

-

All annuals

Cord grasses
Big bluestem
Sand bluestem
Switchgrass
Reed grasses
Green needlegrnss
Canada wildrye
Bearded wheatgrass
Slender wheatgrass
Little bluestem
Sideoats grama
Plains muhly
Alkali sacaton
Prairie junegrass
Canby bluegrass
Penn sedge
F orb decreasers

All exotics
Tumblegrass
Bottlebrush squirreltail
Kentucky and Canada bluegrass
Foxtail barley
Bristlegrass
Ragweeds
Curlycup gumweed
Broom snakeweed
Field sagewort
Verbenas
Ironweed
Thistles
Dandelion
Leafy spurge
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/~ondition Worksheet
State: South Dakota

Rainfall Belt: 15"-19''

Soil Group: Clayey

Location: Sec. NW¼S 30 T-29N R-30E
Date: July 10, 1960

Operator's Name: John Lamedeer

Estimated
percent
by weight .
of present
vegetation

Plant species

Gree.n Gr~mp (Decreasers ) ----------------- (15)

Maximum
%of
%of
each species each species
in relict counted toward
of climax range condition

all

Gre~n needlegrass . -------------------Little bluestem _____________________________

5
5

all

5

all

5

Sideoats grama _______________________

5

all

5

Prairie junegrass __________________________ trace

all

Yellow Group (Increasers ) ------------------- ( 65)
Western wheatgrass ________________________ 25

50

25

Blue grama ---------- - - - - - - 30

15

15

5

5

Buffalograss ------------·----~

10

Red Group (Invaders) ________________________ (20)
Japanese brome --------------------------Kentucky bluegrass _______________
Green sagewort ____________

none

10 ·
5

none

0

none

0

5

none

0

Total ----------------~-----.------------ 100%

60%

Range condition rating 60% or good

Acres in site:
50
AUM's per acre:
.37 (from stocking rate guide)
A UM's for die site: 18
Use of the Range Condition Rating

We have been talking about how we get a range
condition rating. Now, let's see what we can do ..
with it.
If the rating is "Excell~ne' we know that the
range has not been abused recent! y. A range in
excellent condition. will . produce more pounds of
usable forage than ranges. ,lower in condition. This
simply means that more pounds of meat can be
produced without damage on excellent condition
range than on range in any other condition.
The range condition rating tells us whether or
not a particular site is cap~ble . of producing more
and better forage. If we know the condition rating
we can make suggestions for future use to maintain excellent condition or to improve the range
to excellent condition.
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STOCKING RATES
Stocking rate means the number of animal units
that are grazed on a certain area of land for a certain
period of time. An animal unit is equal to one mature
cow or five sheep. Stocking rate .figures are expressed
as animal unit months per acre. The forage required
for one animal unit for one month is an AUM.
Stocking rate guides have been developed that
give a recommended number of animal uni~ months
per acre for different sites and different range condition percentages.
The following recommended stocking rates are
based on rainfall belt, soil group, and range condition in percent.
For savannah, sands, sandy, silty, and clayey soil
groups, use values given for the rainfall belt. For
wet land triple these values. For sub-irrigated dou-

ble these values. For overflow and saline lowland"-~
use values of the next higher belt. For chqppy sands
use values one-half belt down. For dense clay, shallow, and panspots use values one-half to one belt
down. For thin breaks use values of the next lower
·belt. For very shallow, shale, and badlands use
values two or more belts down. ·
Table 3. Suggested Stocking Rates for Normal Soil Group by
Rainfall Belt and Range Condition Percentage.
Rainfall
Belts
(Inches)

Range

100

75

Percentages

50

25

(Animal unit months per acre)

30-40 - - - --------------- 1.2
25-29 ------------------------------ 1.0
.8
20-24

.6
10-14 ---------------- .4
.2
5- 9

15-19

Condition

.9
.75

.6

.3

.5

.25
.2

.3

.4
.3
.2

.15

.1

.6
.45

.15
.1
.05

These recommended rates were developed from
Experiment Station studies and the experience of
range technicians and ranchers. They are designed
to allow improvement of the range condition, if it
is less than excellent.
The suggested stocking rate for a certain site for
an average year can be found by multiplying the
AUM' s per acre times the number of acres in the
site. The sum of the stocking rates for all sites in
a pasture gives the recommended stocking rate for
the pasture in animal unit months. This total figure
is then divided by the number of months the pasture will be grazed.
For example, if the pasture is to be used for 6
months then the total ADM figure for the pasture
is divided by 6. The result is the number of animal
units that are recommended for that pasture for a
6 month season. Stocking rates may need to be adjusted for big changes in weather or lack of stock
water.
In drought years forage production may be only
½ as much as in good years or even less. There is
also a tendency in most of the Northern Great
Plains for drought years to come in "bunches" of
several dry years at a time. When these dry years
come, it is usually wise to: (1) cull the cow herd
OJ; ewe flock closely, (2) sell early, (3) keep few replacements, and ( 4) sell steers.
In extreme drought it may be necessary to provide emergency feed to keep the herd intact. In
some cases of prolonged drought it may be best
to sell the herd. In good years, the herd can be increased by holding steers and heifers. Of course
these considerations may be modified by the availability of feed and market prices.

TREND IN RANGE CONDITION

Trend means direction of change. The trend in
range condition can remain about the same, go
down, or go up. Trend changes quickly due to .
weather or grazing management. Range condition
changes more slowly. Therefore, it is important
to determine the trend in range condition each
year. Then grazing management can be changed
in time to prevent unwanted changes in ra,nge
condition.
An example might help to explain trend. Suppose
your friend is in the hospital. You visit him and
ask the doctor, what his condition is or "How is
he?". The doctor replies "His condition is fair."
Then you ask, "Is he getting better or worse?" The
doctor says "He is getting better." This is trend .
Changes in trend are caused prima!ily by weather
changes and the degree of use. Trend can be determined by studying the following:
Plant Vigor

A plant that is strong, large, and healthy has
good vigor. Plant height, leaf length, and seedstalk production are good indicators of vigor. Plant
vigor must be related to range condition and the
kind of plants ( Green, Yellow, or Red group) to
mean anything. For example, let's look at a range
in good condition. Poor vigor of the green group
plants and good vigor in the red group plants indicates a downward trend. The reverse would indicate an upward trend.
Reproduction

Plant reproduction is shown by the number of
seedlings and young, plants on an area. Reproduction should be related to the kind of plant and the
condition of the range in the same manner as
plant vigor.
Mulch

The amount of new mulch added during the
year is also an indicator of trend. If no new mulch
is added, the trend is downward.
RANGE UTILIZATION
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Utilization is the per cent of the current year's
growth that is removed by grazing livestock. U tilization is in no way similar to range condition.
Close utilization may occur on a range in excellent
condition or on a range in poor condition. Heavy
utilization over a period of years causes regression
and so lowers range condition. Utilization is difficult to determine with great accuracy. However, a
close estimate can be made with the following
guide.
Proper use of a range area depends primarily on
the season of use. Heavy utilization during the
growing season, especially in early spring, results
in low plant food reserves and may cause death.

eavy utilization when the plant is dormant is
less damaging. Proper use during the growing season appears to be between 35 and 50%. Winter utilization as high as 70% may be alright.
Livestock do not utilize all species of range
plants to the same degree. They eat more of the
better tasting plants. Some species may have 75%
of the current year's growth removed and others
may be completely ungrazed when the range as a
whole is grazed moderately according to the guide.
The decreaser (Green group) plants are usually
the most palatable. On a range in low condition
these plants are very scarce. They will be grazed
very closely even though the entire range is lightly
grazed. For this reason a deferment, as well as a
reduction in utilization, may be requited to make
economical range improvement.
Proper use of the important range plants is the
main thing we can do to keep, or to reach, excellent
condition. Remember that excellent range condition
produces the most vegetation and the most beef,
mutton, or wool. This means the most profit to the
rancher as well as conserving the range for future
·generations.

Table 4. Guide to Degree of Range Use
Use rating

Description

Slight

Practically undisturbed. Only choice areas
a nd forage grazed.

Moderate

Most of the range is grazed. Little or no use
o.f poor forage. Little trailing to grazing.

Full (This or
less use is
proper use)

All fully accessible areas are grazed. The
major sites have key forage species properly
utilized.

Close

All accessible range plainly shows use and
major sections are closely cropped. Livestock
forced to use much poor forage.

Severe

Key forage species almost completely used.
Low-value forage carrying grazing load.
Trampling damage is widespread in accessible areas.

Extreme

Range appears stripped of vegetation. Key
forage species are weak from continual grazing of regrowth. Poor quality forage closely
grazed. Livestock trail great distances for
forage.

This fence line shows a dramatic comparison of range
·utiiization. The left side of the fence has been sever~ly
to extremely grazed (see guide to degree of range use).
The range on the other side of the fence shows only
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slight to moderate usage. Proper range ~se means that
animals getting the proper feed supply, and i.n the long
run, means more profit for the · producer, and better
range in future years.

Range management practices
livestock need help to best use range

of water needed by livestock differs with the kind
of range, the climate, the season, an.cl the kind of
stock. The average amount of water needed per
summer day is 10 gallons for cattle and 1 gallon
for sheep. Cattle can go without water for a day
in cool weather. Sheep can go without water for
3 or 4 days. Of course, both sheep and cattle do
better if they have water available at all times.
Now let's take a look at some of the means of
providing livestock water.
Surface Water or runoff is often our only cheap
water source. This water is held by dams, dugouts,
or charcos. In each case it is important that a
proper location be selected. The soil must be silty
or clayey in texture. Sandy and gravelly soils will
not hold water without very expensive treatment.
Even on silty soils it is often necessary to treat the
reservoir bottom with bentonite clay to prevent
. seepage. You can expect to lose by evaporation and
seepage each year 4-6 feet of water. This loss needs
to be considered in planning the location and the
type of structure. This means that a depth of at
least 12 feet of water is necessary to provide reliable, permanent water.
Let's look at the differences m the structures

Many different practices can be carried out to
help obtain proper use. We have outlined these
things under the headings of "Livestock Control,"
·" Cultural Practices" and "Protective Measures." Let's
look at these groups of practices separately.

LIVESTOCK CONTROL
Proper Numbers

We h·ave already learned how to estimate stocking rates based on range site and condition. If
the range condition class changes or if there are
large changes in forage production, the stocking
rate should be changed. If there is not enough
stock water, the stocking rate should be lowered.
Big game, rodents, and insects must also be considered in range planning.
Distribution of Livestock

This refers to how evenly the different parts of
the range are grazed. For example, cattle naturally
spend considerable time near water. They usually
over-use the area close to water and the areas far
from water are grazed little. Sometimes different
kinds of vegetation, steepness of slope, or other
factors cause livestock to graze certain areas more
than others. For these reasons, one of the key range
management practices is good livestock distribution.
The main tools to help get better distribution are
water, fences, riding, salt, and mowing.
Water: Water is needed just as much as forage
if the animals are to do well. Livestock should not
have to travel long distances for water. We cannot
state definitely how far apart watering places should
be spaced. But as a general rule, cattle should not
need to travel more than ½ mile to water in the
summer and 1 mile in winter.
Cost has a great deal to do with how many
watering places are developed. For example, modern machinery has made possible construction of
livestock ponds or reservoirs quite cheaply. Amount
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Dams offer a three way deal to ranchers. They can be
put where there is no live water; they can be built to
hold a lot of water; and they offer recreational opportunities for fishing and swimming.

mentioned above. A dam is an earth fill or plug
across a drainage. The run off is held back by the
dam forming a pond. A spillway is needed so that
the overflow water will not wash out the dam.
Advantages of dams are: (1) they can ?e built
where there is no live water, (b) they provide a lot
of water if the pond is deep enough, and (c) they
often provide for swimming and fishing.
Disadvantages are: (1) a lot of water evaporates
quickly from a large surface, (b) small dams often
dry up during part of the year .and may ?e boggy
while the water is low, (c) mamtenance is usually
required, and, (d) it is difficult to water stock
at a dam in the wintertime.
In many cases it is desirable to have a pipe
through the dam and provide a tank below for
watering stock. The entire pond is _then fenced out.
This allows grass to cover the spillway and protect .
it. This practice also prevents livestock -from bogging down and keeps the water mu~h cleane~ and
better for stock. It provides water m the wmter~
time without chopping a hole in the ice.
A dugout or pit is a hole made in a low place
and is designed to fill up during runoff. Some
dugouts have no spillway and the only means of
water escaping is through evaporation or seepage.
Other dugouts may be made on a rath~r level
drainage where the water runs into the dugout and
after it is full runs out the other end. Dugouts must
have gentle slopes on at least two sides so livestock
can get down to water and back out again -without
trouble. Dugouts are usually deep and have a small
surface area for the amount of water stored. This
reduces evaporation losses. Dugouts are usually
cheaper to build than a dam, and require less maintenance.
Deep pit charcos, like dugouts, are used in fairly
flat country where damsites are hard to find. They
can also be used in gently rolling prairie. Actually
the deep pit charco is a cross between a dugout

Charcos are a cross between a dam and a dugout. Water runs into a dugout first where silt drops out. Then it
moves to a second basin through a pipe.

Du~~~ts or charcos are usually .built where a dam site is
hard to find. The dugout is usually deep with a small
surface area, to help retard evaporation. This type of
structure fills up during run-off periods.

and a reservoir or dam. This structure is made in
two parts-a desilting basin and a ho~di?g bas~n
or dugout. The water runs into the desiltmg basm
where the silt drops out. The water then flows to the
holding basin through a pipe:
.
Advantages of the deep pit charco are: (1) wide
adaptability (2) low construction cost (3) little
maintenance required, (4) good water ( clear ~nd
cool), (S) low evaporation and seepage, (6) l!vestock do not bog down, and (7) the water yield
from the drainage is not greatly reduced. This last
is quite important because dams sometimes hold
back large amounts of water that might be used
to advantage downstream. Charcos are especially
useful in badlands areas where the surface water
carries a lot of silt.
Wells are also important in South Dakota. The
depth to water varies greatly and that affects the
cost of putting in a well. Wells are usually found
in a sandy country. They provide good livestock
·· water, but are quite expensive to build and maintain. They are especially valuable for winter water.
Live water such as running streams and springs afford excellent water. Unfortunately, there is not much
of this type water in our state. Seeps and springs
usually require development such as a concrete
box around the water source with an outlet pipe
that carries the water to a trough or tank. Regular
maintenance is necessary.
Fences: The day of the open range is gone. Just
as today's rancher usually drives a truck in place
of a wagon, he uses fences instead of cowboys to
help control livestock movements. Ranch boundaries are usually fenced, and fences are used to make
separate pastures, prevent livestock drift, keep cattle
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out of problem areas, such as reseeded range, and~ dition is during the period of rapid plant growth.
Range in low condition will improve faster if it is
provide for "resting" part of the range.
grazed after the important plants ·have made their
Riding: Riding still has a place in the distribugrowth. A range in excellent condition, made up
tion of livestock. Livestock can be placed in a certain
mostly of warm season plants, would make an ideal
area by a rider and watched closely for a few days. If
summer pasture. A range in only fair condition,
water and salt are available, stock will usually remade up of warm. season plants, would improve if
main there.
grazed in the winter or early spring.
Salting: In most areas of the state grazing aniSome ranges are good for winter use because of
mals need more salt than they can get from range
natural protection by trees, hills, or rough breaks.
feeds, and will usually travel quite a long way to
Seasonal use may be for any number of months
get it. Good salting practices, therefore, help disbut is generally spoken of as spring, summer, fall,
tribute livestock. It is often believed that salt must
or winter use.
be placed near water because an animal will want
Grazing Systems
to drink immediately after eating salt. Experiments
Ranges may be grazed yearlong (continuous basis)
show, however, that cattle usually spend about 7 .
or on a seasonal basis. In addition g~azing may be
hours between salting and drinking. If livestock
deferred.
know where the salt is they will eat enough of it,
even though it is away from water.
Deferred grazing means delayed grazing. A
Following are some salting suggestions:
range may be rested from grazing until the plants
have reached a certain stage of growth. Deferment
Keep salt before livestock at all times. The saltusually covers about half the grazing season. The
ing needs will vary in different soils and with difpurpose of deferred grazing is to allow the green
ferent vegetation.
group and the better yellow group plants to gain
Place salt about ¼ to ½ mile from water where
vigor
and to reproduce. This in turn results in imthe grass is plentiful. Make sure the livestock know
proved
range condition. A range may be divided
where it is. They may need to be driven to it at
into
separate
pastures which are deferred in diffirst.
ferent
years,
according
to a definite plan. This is
Have a salting area for each 40-50 head of cattle.
called rotational deferment.
Salt comes in crushed or block form. The crushed
The benefits of the various grazing systems on
kind is best. Trace elements can also be included
the
mixed prairie ranges are not yet fully known.
if needed. Salt should be placed in a special box.
Ranges
can be improved more rapidly by use of
This makes it readily available to the stock and
deferment
than under continuous grazing. The cost
prevents the salt from becoming scattered over the
of
fencing
and
additional water to carry out rotational
vegetation.
deferment must be considered when planning to use
Mowing: Cutting native· grass for hay is a comthese systems. See Figure 9.
mon practice on the plains. Livestock like to graze
Kind of Livestock
on areas that have been cut for hay. All the old
vegetation is gone and the new growth is very
Cattle, sheep, and horses are the kinds of livepalatable. Some parts of a pasture normally avoided
stock found on our ranges. Usually cattle and horlivestock can often be made attractive by mowses eat mostly grass while sheep eat more of the
mg.
£orbs and shrubs. If a range has many £orbs and
shrubs, it is better suited for sheep grazing than
Native range on normal soil groups in western
cattle. Sheep will make better use of rough, steep,
South Dakota should never, however, be cut for hay
range than cattle or horses. Cattle like . to graze
every year. Continuous cutting will reduce range colevel or gently rolling land. Common use by both
dition and hay production. Cutting every other year
cattle and sheep is often the way to make the best
is recommended. Damage to the range by haying can
use of a range.
be ~educed by saving the mulch. Haying practices that
leave the most mulch are the least damaging to the
range.
CULTURAL PRACTICES

?Y

Season of Use

·The kinds of plants, kind of livestock, protection
for livestock, ·a nd the need for improving range
condition, determine the best season of use.
The best time to graze range in excellent con-

Artificial Seeding
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Artificial seeding can be done in two ways-by
seeding introduced species or native species.
If introduced species are seeded a tame pasture

results which requires different management than
native range. For that reason tame pastures will
not be discussed further in this manual.
The kind of native grass to seed depends on the
range site and the available seed. Western wheatgrass, blue grama, and green needlegrass are native
species commonly used. So far there has been little
success in seeding £orbs .or shrubs.
Cropland which should be in permanent vegetation because of soil or climatic conditions should
be seeded to native grass. Ra])ge in poor condition
improves so slowly by natural means that it is often
wise to seed it artificially to native grasses.
Seedbed preparation is very important in getting
a good stand. Seedling plants are weak and cannot
compete with established vegetation.
Tillage before seeding is necessary to reduce competition. A clean grain stubble is a good seedbed if
there is sufficient moisture available. In all cases
a seedbed should be firm. · Grass seed should be
planted at a depth of ¼ to ½ inch depending on
soil texture and size of seed.
Time of seeding depends on soil moisture. Best
success has been obtained with late summer and
fall seeding of cool season grasses. Warm season
grasses give best results when seeded in the spring.
Interseeding is a new technique which looks
promising. Native grasses are seeded in contour
furrows about a foot wide and 3½ feet apart. Management is then based on the new seeding. This method is useful to introduce desirable decreaser species
(green group plants) into depleted ranges without destroying the existing cover. Interseeding is
also useful to convert low producing tame pastures to native range.

f)

Fertilization

On range in excellent condition there is usually
a good balance of plant nutrients. But range in
lower condition often lacks fertility, particularly
nitrogen. In these cases, application of commercial
fertilizer may speed recovery. Careful study is needed beforehand, however, to determine whether or
not fertilization will be practical and economical.
In some · cases, fertilization may even slow down
range improvement.
Control of Undesirable Plants

Poisonous and other undesirable plants are best
controlled through proper range use. Only in extreme cases is _it economical_to reduce such plants
through chemical sprays or mowing. Generally,
these plants are not a problem in South Dakota.

PROTECTIVE MEASURES '.
Range should be protected from fire and grasshoppers. Fire burns the unused vegetation of the previous
year and often destroys most of the mulch. Loss of
cover causes a higher soil temperature in the summer
and colder temperature in the winter. Both are harmful to the vegetation, and forage production is
· reduced. Also, the exposed soil is more easily eroded
by wind and water.
Fire is controlled through community action.
Neighbors, rural fire departments, and government
agencies all assist in preventing fire and putting
out fires. Every rancher should have some firefighting equipment.
Grasshoppers sometimes become so thick they
eat all vegetation, leaving soils bare. Chemical spray
by airplane is the best way to control grasshoppers.
Some rodents also need to be controlled when they
become detrimental to the range.

Furrowing, Pitting, and Ripping

These are mechanical cultural practices designed
to increase the amount of water absorbed by the
soil. Contour furrows are made at intervals on a ··
slope. The furrows hold runoff water, allowing
more of it to soak into , the soil. Pitting makes a
series of small pits or holes which fill with water,
and again, allows water to soak into the soil gradually.
Ripping is done by pulling heavy steel teeth
through the soil. It opens the soil so water can soak
in more quickly.
These practices help speed up range improvement
if they are coupled with deferment and good grazing
management. They are not needed on range in
excellent condition where natural mulch permits
rapid intake of water.
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lnterseeding looks promising to range scientists.
Native grasses are seeded in contour furrows about
a foot wide and 3½ feet apart. Management is based
on the new seeding. lnterseeding is useful for introducing green group plants and to convert low producing tame South Dakota pastures to good native range.

Figu~e 9.. An Example Rotational Deferment Plan for South Dakota Range Which Can be Used for Hay as Well as Grazing
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This aerial photograph shows range sites, range condi tion, present land use, problem areas, and practices al ready applied . Using this as a base, you can complete ... ___ , ,
an inventory of th_e range, keeping in mind the points
listed on page 3 4 . Then by using various overlays one
of which is represented in color on the map on the foe- --X-ing page, you can plan every poss ible alternative of
A
operation that wi ll best solve your range problems .

B

Good Usable Dam

Range Site Boundary
Range Condition changeor disturbed area
Fence
Headquarters
Abandoned Homestead

Dam, Unusable

Si-Fair

Range Site, Fair Range Condition
Go-Back Land, Few Climax Species
Go-Bock Land, Considerable Climax Species
Cultivated Land

Proposed changes shown in green will provide opportunity to use rotational deferment to allow improvement of range condition. Pastures coincide more nearly
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with range site boundaries for more uniform utilization. The recommended stocking rate is shown in
AUM's per acre for each pasture.

t)

Rounding up the range plan
design a program to -best fit your needs.
present stocking rate (if available), and winter
feed and forag~ possibilities.
The completed inventory on the map and in recorded notes provides a full resource picture in
rounding up the range plan.
PLAN CAREFULLY
The answers to the second question requires us to
consider every possible alternative of operation that
will solve the problems and reach the management
objectives. The old saying, "There is more than
one way to skin a cat", applies to range planning.
·Study every possible solution with respect to the
economics involved.
In developing different ideas, "overlays" to the
range
map may prove very helpful. An overlay,
MAKE AN INVENTORY
prepared of transparent material placed over the
Finding the answer to question number one is
detailed map, or colored lines on the base map, can be
done by making an inventory or analysis of all the
used to show proposed changes. Changes in fences, adimportant factors. The range inventory includes
ditional water developments planned, reseeding, poithese items as a minimum:
son plant areas to be controlled, grazing systems, and
salting stations can all be shown on overlays. Addi1. Determination of range sites
tional overlays or colored lines can be used to present
2. Present range condition class
different
alternatives being considered in the range
3. Trend in range condition
plan.
4. Seasons and degrees of grazing use
5. Present kinds and numbers of livestock
SELECT BEST ALTERNATIVE
6. Present and potential land use
The answer to question number three lies in
7. Winter feed and forage possibilities
choosing the alternative that develops the most
8. Present range development and improvepracticable range plan as part of the overall ranch
. ment practices
.
operation. The stockman may seek help from his
9. Physical features, natural barriers to livestock ·· county agent or soil conservation district when
movements, land marks, drainage pattern, etc.
making the inventory and selecting alternatives of
10. Problem areas-prairie dog towns, go-back
operation.
lands, eroding gullies, flooded bottom lands,
The soundness of the range plan is determined
poor water distribution, and poison plant
by· how well it fits the requirements of the range
areas
complex for maximum sustained production. It
Several of these items can best be recorded on a
also depends on how well the plan fits into the
map or aerial photograph of the ranch, along with
overall operations of the ranch. Only the stockman,
the physical features. Aerial photographs provide
or his foreman who will carry out the range plan,
the best available base for the map. Range sites
can decide this last point.
and range condition, present land use, problem
The success of the plan depends on how well it
areas, and practices already applied may all be
is followed. Just as a builder follows a blueprint
shown on the map.
in constructing a building, so the range manager
Record for reference such items as seasons and
must follow his plan to reach his objective and
degrees of grazing use, trend in range condition,
get the desired results.

We have been talking about a lot of separate
phases of range management. Now let's look at
how these phases are· all brought together to serve
a practical purpose-a process called range planning. Every complete range plan, whether it covers
only one small pasture, or the entire ranch, must
answer three questions:
1. What are the present resources and problems?
2. What are ·the alternatives of operation that
solve the problems and reach the management objectiv:e?
3. What is the most practicable range plan as
part of the overall ranch operation?
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APPENDIX TABLE 1
TECHNICIANS' GUIDE TO RANGE SITES AND CONDITION <!;LASSES
SOUTH DAKOTA 10"-14" PRECIPITATION.BELT
(Includes Harding and Butte Counties, Corner of Custer County Southwest of National Forest Boundary, and Fall River County south of National Forest
Boundary and west of Hwy 87 . )
PART l: KEY SPECIBS AND THEIR RESPONSE TO GRAZING AS JUDGED FROM CLIMAX

DECREASERS

v.l

\.Jl

Prairie sandreed
Cordgrasses
Big bluestem
Little bluestem
Sideoats grama
Switchgrass
Northern reedgrass
Green needlegrass
Canada wildrye
Slender wheatgrass
Nuttall alkaligr ass
Alkali sacaton
Canby bluegrass
Bluebunch wheatgrass
Sun sedge
Winterfat
Forb decreasers
Woody decreasers

INCREASERS
(By Range Sites•)
Needleandthread
Western and thickspike wheatgrass
Sand dropseed
Perennial threeawns
Sandberg bluegrass
Plains reedgrass
inland saltgrass
Mat muhly
Blue & Hairy grama
Buffalograss
Sedge increasers
Gray sageworts
Other forb increasers
Sagebrushes
Prickl ypears
Gardner saltbush
Other woody increasers
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mvADERS
All annuals
All exotics
Tumblegrass
Foxtail barley
Rough bentgrass
Western ragweed
Curlycup gumweed
Bull thistle
Broom snakeweed
Field sagewort

5

5

• The symbol "-" means the species has less than 2 1/'211/o coverage or is not pres.ent in the climax vegetation on this site. The symbol "d" means the
species is a decreaser on this site. Connotative symbols for key soil factors are being discontinued from these "Guides'~
The brief non-technical description of range soil groups, currently being used as r·a nge site legend, is combined with the designation of precipitation belt and ·limits oflatitude and longitude as indicated by state or area to designate type ofrange site; · e.g. SILTY 10" to 14" South Dakota.
The official correlation of soil mapping ·units with range sites will_hereafter be presented on the "Key table of soil mapping ·units, range sites and
brief descriptions" for each soil and water conservation district. Normally this key table will be available in the "Technical Standards and Specifications" for each S&WCD.

•

APPENDIX TABLE 2
TECHNICIANS' GUIDE TO RANGE SITE AND CONDITION CLASSES
BISON-PINE RIDGE 15"-19" PRECIPITATION BELT
(Includes Perkins, West Corson s&WCD, .Ziebach, Haakon, Meade east of Hwy 14, Lawrence east of Hwy 24, Pennington east of Hwy 79, Custer east
of Hwy 79, Fall River east of Hwy 87 and north of National Forest Boundary, Shannon, Washabaugh, and Bennett counties.)
PART I: KEY SPECIES AND THEffi RESPONSE TO GRAZING AS JUDGED FROM CLIMAX
DEGREASERS

°'

INCREASERS
(By R,ange Sites•)

Cordgrasses

Prairie sandreed

Big bluestem
Sand bluestem
Switchgrass
Reedgr ass es
Green needlegrass
Canada wildrye
Bearded wheatgrass
Slender wheatgrass
Little bluestem
Reed canarygrass
Plains muhl y
Alkali sacaton
Prairie junegrass
Canby bluegrass
Sun sedge
Forb decreasers
Woody decreasers

Western & Thickspike
wheatgrass••
Needleandthread
Sand dropseed
Perennial threeawns
Sandberg bluegrass
Other bluegrass incr.
Inland saltgrass
Rosette panicums
Sideoats grama
Blue & Hairy gr ama
Buffalograss
Sedge increasers
Gray sageworts
Other forb incr.
Sagebrushes
Pricklypears
Other woody incr.
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• The symbol "-" means the species has less than 2 1/'2fl/o coverage or is not present in the climax vegetation on this site. The symbol "d" means the
species is a decreaser on this site. Connotative symbols for key soil factors are being discontinued from these "Guides':
The brief non-technical description of range soil groups, currently being used as range site legend, is combined with the designation of precipitation belt and limits of latitude and longitude as indicated by state or area to designate type of range site; e.g. SIL TY 15" -19" South Dakota.
The official correlation of soil mapping units with range sites will hereafter be presented on the "Key table of soil mapping units, range sites and
brief soil descriptions" for each soil conservation district. Normally this key table will be available in the "Technical Standards and Specifications"

for each S&WCD.

•• Where hoven -like soil is found, add suffix DC. Example: Overflow DC, Wes tern whea tgr ass will be a decreaser.

APPENDIX TABLE 3
TECHNICIANS' GUIDE TO RANGE SITE AND ·CONDITION CLASSES
MOUND CITY - ROSEBUD 15"-19" PRECIPITATION BELT
(Includes East Corson, Campbell, McPherson, Edmunds, Walworth, Dewey, Potter, Faulk, Hand, Hyde, Sully, Hughes, Stanley, Jones, Lyman,
Buffalo, North Tripp (Hamill S&WCD), Mellette and Todd Counties)
PART I: KEY SPECIES AND THEIR RESPONSE TO GRAZING AS JUDGED FROM CLIMAX
DEGREASERS

vl

-..J

Cordgrasses
Big bluestem
Sand bluestem
Indiangrass
Switchgrass
Reedgrasses
Green needlegrass
Canada wildrye
Tall dropseed
Slender wheatgrass
Little bluestem
Green muhly ·
Canby bluegrass
Sun sedge
Forb decreaser
Woody decreaser
Nuttall alkaligrass

INCREASERS
(By Range Sites*)
Prairie sandreed
Western wheatgrass**
Needleandthread
Sand dropseed
Sandberg bluegrass
Perennial threeawns
Inland saltgrass
Rosette panicums
Sideoats grama
Blue & Hairy grama
Buffalograss
Sedge increasers
Gra y sageworts
Other forb incr.
Sagebrushes
Prickl ypears
Other woody incr .
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INVADERS
TB VS Sh
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All annuals
All exotics
Tumblegrass
Foxtail barley
Kentuc~y & Ca n ada bluegrass
Western ragweed
Curlycup gumweed
Broom snakeweed
Ironweed
Dandelion
Thistles (not
wavy leaf)
Field sagewort
Field bindweed
Leafy spurge

• The symbol "-" means the species has less than 2 1/2" coverage or is not present in the climax vegetation on this site. The symbol "d" means the
species is a decreaser on this site. Connotative symbols for key soil factors are being discontinued from these "Guides''.
The brief non-technical description of range soil groups, currently being used as range site legend, is combined with the designation of precipitation belt and limits of latitude and longitude as indicated by state or area to designate type of range site; e.g. SILTY 15" to 19" South Dakota.
The official correlation of soil mapping units with range sites will hereafter be presented on the "Key table of soil mapping units, range sites
and brief soil descriptions " for each soil and water conservation district. Normally this key table will be available in the "Technical Standards
and Specifications" for each Soil and Water Conservation District.
•• Where hoven-like soil is found add suffix DC. Example: Overflow DC, Western wheatgrass will be a decreaser.

•

APPENDIX TABLE 4
TECHNICIANS' GUIDE TO RANGE SITES AND CONDITION CLASSES
BLACK HILLS 15"-19" PRECIPITATION BELT
(Includes north and east parts of Lawrence County, T6N and 7N, R3E and 4E west of Hwy. 24, T2N to 5N, R4E and 5E; part of Pennington County
west of Hwy. 79 in R4E to RSE; and Custer County west of Hwy. 79, except T4S and T5S, RlE and T6S, RlE to R3E.)
PART I: KEY SPECIES AND THEIR RESPONSE TO GRAZING AS JUDGED FROM CLIMAX

DEGREASERS

vl
00

Prairie cordgrass
Big bluestem
Sand bluestem
Reedgrasses
Green needlegrass
Wildryes
Slender wheatgrass
Little bluestem
Canby bluegrass
Leadplant amorpha
Bearded wheatgrass
Ricegrasses
Slough sedge
Switchgrass
Woody decreasers
Nodding brome
Big bluegrass
Mountain brome
Spike fescue

INCREA SERS
(By Range Sites*)

·-

Prairie sandreed
Western & Thickspike
wheatgrass
Needleandthread
Fowl bluegrass
Perennial threea wns
Blue & Hairy grama
Buffalo gr ass
Sedge increasers
Gray sageworts
Conifers
Mountainmahogany
Sideoats grama
Other woody increasers
Bulrushes
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All annuals
All exotics
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Curlycup gumweed
Dandelion
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• The symbol "-" means the species has less than 2 l/2o/o coverage or is not present in the climax vegetation on this site. The symbol "d" means
the species is a decreaser on this site. Connotative symbols for key soil factors are being discontinued from these "Guides''.
The brief non-technical description of range soil groups, currently being used as range site legend, is combined with the designation of precipitation belt and limits oflatitude and longitude as indicated by state or area to designate type of range site; e.g. SIL TY 15" to 19" South Dakota.
The official correlation of soil mapping units with range sites will hereafter be presented on the "Key table of soil mapping units, range sites
and brief soil descriptions" for each soil conservation district, Normally this key table will be available in the "Technical Standards and Specifications" for each S&WCD.

•

APPENDIX TABLE 5
TECHNICIANS' GUIDE TO RANGE SITES AND CONDITIO'N CLASSES
BLACK HILLS 20"-24" PRECIPITATION BELT
(Includes Pennington and Lawrence Counties, TIE to T3E, RlS, lN to 5N)
PART I: KEY SPECIES AND THEIR RESPONSE TO GRAZING AS JUDGED FROM CLIMAX
DEGREASERS

l,.)

'°

Big & Little bluestem
Slough sedge
Prairie cordgrass
Northern & Bluejoint
reedgrass
Reed canarygrass
Canadian, Fuzzyspike
and Macoun wildrye
Bearded, Slender, Montana
and Griffiths wheatgrass
Nodding, Mountain and
Pump ell y brome
Big and Canby bluegrass
Roughleaf, Indian and
Littleseed ricegrass
Richardson, Shortawn,
Subalpine and Green
needlegrass
Spike fescue
Idaho fescue

INCREA SERS
(By Range Sites•)
Western and Thickspike
wheatgrass
Prairie junegrass
Needleandthread
Fowl bluegrass
Blue & Hairy grama
Sedge increasers
Sage worts
Other forb increasers
Woody increasers
Bulrushes
Prairie dropseed

Maximum "/o in Climax
20" -24" Pcpt.
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All annuals
All exotics
Tumblegr ass
Canada bluegrass
Kentucky bluegrass
Cinquefoils
Dandelion
Yarrow
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• The symbol"-" means the species has less than 2 1/2o/o coverage or is not present in the climax vegetation on this site. The symbol "d" means
the species ·is a decreaser on this site~ Connotative symbols for key soil factors are being discontinued from these "Guides':
The brief non-technical description of range soil groups, currently being used as range site legend, .is combined with the designation of precipitation belt and limits of latitude and longitude as indicated by state or area to designate type of range site; e.g. SIL TY 20" to 24" South
Dakota.
The official correlation of soil mapping units with range sites will hereafter be presented on the "Key table of soil mapping units, range
sites and brief soil descriptions" for each soil and water conservation district. Normally this key table will be available in the "Technical
Standards and Specifications" for each S&WCD.

•

APPENDIX TABLE 6
TECHNICIANS' GUIDE TO RANGE SITES .AND CONDITION CLASSES
ABERDEEN-GREGORY 20"-24" PRECIPITATION BELT
(Includes Brown, Spink, Beadle, Jerauld, Sanborn, Brule, Aurora, Davison, Douglas, Charles Mix, Gregory Counties and Clearfield-Keyapaha
District)
PART I: KEY SPECIES AND THEIR RESPONSE TO GRAZING AS JUDGED FROM CLilv1AX

DEGREASERS
Cordgrasses
Big bluestem
Nuttall alkaligr ass
Sand bluestem

0

Indiangrass
Switchgrass
Bluejoint reedgrass
Northern reedgrass
Green needlegrass
Canada wildrye
Tall dropseed
Prairie dropseed
Slender wheatgrass
Canby bluegrass
Sun sedge
Bearded wheatgrass
Porcupinegrass
Forb decreasers
Woody decreasers

INCREASERS
(By Range Sites*)

WL Sb

Prairie sandreed

25

Little bluest.em
Sideoats grama
Western wheatgrassu
Needleandthread
Sand dropseed
Inland ,s altgrass
Rosette panicums
Perennial threea wns
Blue & Hairy grama
Buffalograss
Sedge increasers
Gray sageworts
Other forb incr.
Western snowberry
Other woody incr .

Maximum o/o in Climax
20" -24" Pcpt.
Ov SL Sv Sa CS Sy Si
25

50
10

10 . 20

10

25

d

15
20

10
5

5

15

10

5

10

5

5

5

5

5

d

25

d

25

20

10

15
30

d

d

15 20

10 20 20

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

TB

VS Sh

25

d

d

d

d

25

d

20
20

20

20
30

d
d

20 25

d
d

5

5

5

d

15
40

d

d

d

25

20

5

d

25

INVADERS
Cy DC Sw

10

5
5
5
5

5
5

5

5

5

5

5

10 5

5

15

5
5
5

10 5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

-

5

15

15

20

5

5
10
5
10

5
d
5
10

d
5
10

5

'5

5

10

10

10

5

5

5

5

5

All annuals
All exotics
Tumblegrass
Foxtail barley
Kentucky bluegrass
Western ragweed
Curlycup gumweed
Broom snakeweed
Ironweed

Dandelion
Thistles
Verb~nas

• The symbol "-" means the species has less than 2 1/2% coverage or is not present in the climax vegetation on this site. The symbol "d"
means the species is a decreaser on this site . Connotative symbols for key soil factors are being discontinued from these "Guides':
The brief non-technical description of range soil groups, currently being used as range site legend, is combined with the designation of
precipitation belt and limits of latitude and longitude as indicated by state or area to designate type of range site: e.g. sn, TY 20" to 24"
South Dakota.
·
The official correlation of soil mapping units with range sites will hereafter be presented on the "Key table of soil mapping units, range
sites and brie f soil descriptions" for each soil and water conservation district . Normally this key table will be available in the "Technical
Standards and Specifications" for each Soil and Water Conser~ation District.
u Where hoven-like soil is found add suffix DC. Example: Overflow DC, Western wheatgrass will be a decreaser.
I

(

•

APPENDIX TABLE 7
TECHNICIANS' GUIDE TO RANGE SITES AND CONDITION CLASSES
SISSETON-TYNDALL 20" -24" PRECIPITATION BELT
(Includes Marshall, Roberts, Day, Grant, Clark, Codington, Deuel, Hamlin, Kingsbury, Brookings, Lake, Hanson, Miner, Bon Homme, McCook
and Hutchinson Counties)
PART I: KEY SPECIES AND THEIR RESPONSE TO GRAZING AS JUDGED FROM CLIMAX
DEGREASERS

....

Pra irie cordgrass
I3ig bluestem
Sand bluestem
Indiangrass
Switchgrass
Bluejoint reedgrass
Northern reedgrass
Green needlegrass
Porcupine gr ass
Canada wildrye
Bearded wheatgrass
Green muhly
Forb decreasers
Woody decre-asers

INCREASERS
(By Range Sites•)
Prairie sandreed
Little bluestem
Sideoats grama
Western wheatgrass 0
Needleandthread
Prairie dropseed
Sand dropseed
Tall dropseed
Inland saltgrass
Rosette panicums
Blue & Hairy grama
Buffalo grass
Sedge increasers
Gray sageworts
Other forb incr.
Western snowberry
Other woody incr.

WL Sb

-

-

-

5

-

15
20
5
20
5
5

d

-

10

5
5

-

25

20

15

10

5

10

5

5

5

-

25
d
10
15
15
5

5

-

Maximum o/o in Climax
20" -24" Pcpt.
Ov SL Sv Sa Sy Si

-

5

5
5

-

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
15

25
35
5
15

25
d
5
10
15

5

5

-

-

-

5

5
5

5
5

5
5

5
5
5

5

5

-

d
d
10
20
15
10

-

5
5
5
5
5

-

Cy DC Sw TB

vs

-

d
10
25

d
d

10
5

5
5
5
5
5

-

-

20
d
20
20
15
15
5
5
5

25
d
20
30
15
15
5
5

d
d
d
d
d
d
5
5
5

10

10
5
10
5
10
5

20
5
d
5
10
5
10

5

5
10

5

5

-

-

5

10

-

INVADERS
All annuals
All exotics
Kentucky bluegrass
Canada bluegrass
Threea.wns
Foxtail barley
Tumble grass
Verbenas
Western ragweed
Field sagewort
Iron weed
Curlycup gumweed
Dandelion
Thistles
Leafy spurge
Broom snakeweed
Western yarrow

The symbol "-" means the species has less than 2 1/2o/o coverage or is not present in the climax vegetation on this site. The symbol "d" means
the species is a decreaser on this site. Connotative symbols for key soil factors are being discontinued from these "Guides''.
The brief non-technical description of raq.ge soil groups, currently being used as range site legend, is combined with the designation of precipitation belt and limits of latitude and longitude as indicated by state or area to designate type of range site; e.g. SIL TY 20" to 24" South
Dakota.
The official correlation of soil mapping units with range sites will hereafter be presented on the "Key table of soil mapping units, range sites
and brief soil descriptions" for each soil and water conservation district. Normally this key table will be available in the "Technical Standards
and Specifications" for each Soil and Water Conservation District.
•• Where haven -like soil is found add. suffix DC. Example: Overflow DC, Western wheatgrass will be a decreaser.
,:,

•
r

APPENDIX TABLE 8
TECHNICIANS' GUIDE TO RANGE SITES AND CONDITION CLASSES
SOUTH DAKOTA .25" -29" PRECIPITATION BELT
(Includes the counties of Moody, Minnehaha, Turner, Lincoln, Yankton, Clay and Union)
PART I:

KEY SPECIES AND THEIR RESPONSE TO GRAZING AS JUDGED FROM CLIMAX

DEGREASERS

-1:,.

N

Prairie cordgrass
Big bluestem
Sand bluestem
Indiangrass
Switchgrass
Bluejoint reedgrass
Northern reedgrass
Green needlegrass
Porcupinegr ass
Canada . wildrye
Bearded wheatgrass
Green muhly
Forb decreasers
Woody decreasers
Manna grasses

•

INCREASERS
(By Range Sites*)
Prairie sandreed
Little bluestem
Sideoats grama
Wes tern whea tgr ass**
Needleandthread
Prairie dropseed
,Tall dropseed
'Sand dropseed
Plains muhl y
Prairie junegrass
Rosette panicums
Saltgrass
Blue & Hairy grama
Sedge increasers
Forb increasers
Woody increasers

Maximum o/o in Climax
25" -29" Pcpt.
WL Sb Ov Sv Sy Si Cy Sw
5
15
5
10
5

20
35
10
5
5

5
5

20
5

-

10

5
5

5

5

5

10

5

5

25
35
5
5
5

5
5
15

10
10

5
5

5
5
5
10

d
30
10

5
5
5

-

5

-

5
5
5

-

d
10
10

-

10
5

20
d
15
15
5
15
5 .

-

-

10
5

5
5
5

10
10
5
5

d

-

-

TL

vs

d
d
15
15
5
10
5
5
5
d

d
d
25

5
10
5
5

10
d
5
10

d
d
d
10

5
10
d
5

INVADERS
All annu!lls
All exotics
Kentucky & Canada bluegrass
Perennial threeawns
Tumblegrass
Buffalograss
Foxtail barley
Western ragweed
Curlycup gumweed
Dandelion
Ironweed
Verbenas
Bull thistle
Sage worts

The symbol "-" means the species has less than 2 1/2" coverage or is not present in the climax vegetation o n this site . The symbol "d" means
the species is a decreaser on this site. Connotative symbols for key soil factors are being discontinued from these "Guides''.
The brief non-technical description of range soil groups, currently being used as range site legend, is combined with the designatio n of precipitation belt and limits of latitude and longitude as indicated by state or area to designate type of range site:. e.g. SIL.TY 25" -29" So uth Dakota.
The official correlation of soil mapping units with range sites will hereafter be presented o n the "Key table o f soil mapping units, range sites
and brief soil descriptions" for each soil conservation district. Normally this key table will be available in the "Technical Standards and Specifications" for each Soil and Water Conservation District.
** Wher~ haven-like soil is found add suffix DC. Example: Overflow DC , Western wheatgrass will be il decreaser , _

•

Index for Definition of Common Terms
A

Animal unit (A.U.), 24
Animal unit month (A.U.M.), 24
Auricles, 11, 12
B

Blades, 11, 12
Browse, 12, 17
C
Charco, 28
Chlorophyll, 14
Climate, 6
Climax, 7
Collin, 11, 12
Consumers, 6
Contour Furrows, 30

D

Dams, 28
Deco~posers, 6
Decreasers, 16, 22
Deferred grazing, 29
Drought, 9, 15
Dugouts, 28

E

Essential Elements, 14

F

Fences, 28·
Fertilization, 30
Florets, 11, 12
Food storage of perennial grasses, 15
Forbs, 12
Fruit, 12
Furrows, 30
G
Geological factors, 6
Glumes, 12
Grasses, 12
Grass-like Plants, 12
Grazing, 15
Livestock, 15
effect on individual plants, of, 15
effect on vegetation, of, 16
balance, 8
management, 16
systems, 29
Humus, 10

H

I
Identification key, 19
lncreasers, 16, 22
Inflorescence, 12
lnterseeding, 30
Invaders, 16, 22

L

Leaf, 11, 12
Legumes, 14
Lemma , 11 , 12
Ligule, 11, 12
Livestock:
kind we want, 16, 29
production factors, 16
distribution of, 27
nutrition, 17

M

Microclimate, 6
Microorganisms, 6, 10
Mowing, 29
Mulch, 10, 20, 25, 29, 30
Natural balance, 7
Nature's cycles, 8
Nodes, 11, 12

N

Organic matter, 10

guides to, 22, 23
definition of, 3
history of, 3
forage, nutrition.al value, 17
improvement, 8
land, 18
management, 5
maps, 32, 33
plans, 34
res:mrces in S. Dak., 4
seeding, 30
sites, 18
soil groups, 18
Regression, 25
Relict of climax, 7, 20, 22
Rhizome, 11, 12
Riding, 29
Ripping, 30
Rotational deferment, 29, 31
Roots, 10, 11
Runners, 12

s

0

p
Palatability, 15
Palea, 11, 12
Parent material, 6
Photosynthesis, 14
Pitting, 30
Plant:
collecting, 12
families, 10
genera, 10
groups, 13
growth, 14
parts, 10, 11
reproduction, 25
vigor, 25
Plants:
annual, 12
biennial, 12
cool season, 12
ice cream, 15
introduced, 12
native, 12
perennial, 12
warm season, 12
Producers, 6
Progeny testing, 16
R
Rachilla, 11, 12
Ranch plan, 34
Range:
amount available, 4
controlling factors, 6
dependent factors, 6
condition, 20, 21, 22
43

Salting, 29
Season of use, 29
Seed, 12
Seeding, 30
Sheath, 11, 12
Shrubs, 12
Soil, 9
depth, 9
slope, 10
structure, 10
texture, 10
Spikelet, 11, 12
Stem, 10, 11
Stocking rate, 24
Stolons, 12
Succession, 7
Supplementing range forage, 17.

T

Transpiration, 9, 14
Trend, in r.ange condition, 25
Utilization, 25, 26

u

V
Vegetation, 10
Vegetative reproduction, 12

w

Water:
cycle, 8
development, 27, 28
in animal growth, 27
in plant growth, 14
Watershed, 8
Wells, 28

•

The color insert found in the
envelope on the inside ba ck
cover is provided by the Soil
Conservation Service, U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
Entitled 11Grass Makes Its
Own Food," it explains how
grasses live and grow on nutrients ma n ufactured in their
own leaves. Used with the
material presented in the
manual, it should be valuable in helping you to better
understand the various plant
processes.

Published and distributed in furtherance of the Acts of Congress of May 8 and June 30, 1914, by the Cooperative Extension Service of the South Dakota
State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Brookings, John T. Stone, Director, U. S. Department of Agriculture cooperating.
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